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Minimums 
Intrigued by months of notices in the local paper, I 
finally decided to attend. The group meets at the library, 
Wednesday evenings at 6:30, said the small article in 
amongst the ads for aerobics classes and Happy Sweet 
Sixteen birthdays. Our paper has lots of these announce-
ments, as we seem to live in a hotbed of activities that 
engage people to come together-often at the library-to 
air grievances, stop something or other, support the fire-
fighters, find out about food programs, taxes, literacy. I've 
been to lots of these meetings. 
So I probably shouldn' t have felt as nervous as I did, 
walking around the rooms upstairs and trying to find the 
meeting of Families Against Mandatory Minimums. I start-
ed out with the big room, but that was the Coast Guard 
Auxilliary Boating Safety Class. Next, in a smaller room, a 
cheery senior with a sharp pencil sat at a table ready to give 
me help on taxes. Feeling like Goldilocks, I moved on to 
yet another room, even smaller, and I asked the lady at the 
table there if she knew where the group called Families 
Against Mandatory Miniums was meeting. 
"This is it," she said. "I'm the group." And she was. 
Her name is Tillie, and she speaks with a Latino 
accent. She's trim and quiet and determined, and one of 
her sons has been sent to prison for thirty years, for posses-
sion of less than three grams of cocaine, a first offense con-
viction. During the course of the evening, I heard the 
"thirty years" often, so I'm not mistaken about that, though 
I know quite well that I only heard her side of the story. 
Whose side should I have heard? 
Fairly soon after I had sat down, she asked-some-
what tentatively-who I had inside. "Nobody," I said, feel-
ing as though I were missing some vital qualification. But 
she was nice about it. She said that sometimes a person 
appeared at her meeting who "didn't have anybody," as it 
came delicately to be put. "Mostly they don't come back," 
she said. The lack of attendance by people not related to 
prisoners did not surprise her, but she confessed to being 
puzzled that so few people with family members inside 
showed any interest. "I guess maybe they feel ashamed," 
she said, "or maybe they are discouraged and think they 
can't do anything. But this is about all I can do, so I'm 
doing it. I have thirty years, so that's a lot of time, eh?" 
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What she does is write letters to the paper, and to leg-
islators, about the Mandatory Minimum Sentencing Act 
that Congress passed on our behalf in 1986, 1988 and 1990. 
The group, FAMM, is headquartered in Washington, and 
lobbies on this matter full-time. Their literature makes 
careful distinctions between sentencing guidelines and 
mandatory minimums (they're for the first and against the 
second.) I don't know what their budget is, but their goal is 
to try to move public opinion in the opposite direction 
from the one on which it is so hell-bent at present, that of 
being "tough on crime." 
Which means they have an uphill road. Fewer and 
fewer legislators even return Tillie's calls. She told me that 
one she spoke to recently said he sympathized. Yes, it is 
true that mandatory minimums forced out of prison men 
who had committed violent crimes, so that those convicted 
of "drug-related offences" could be accommodated. Yes, it 
is true that putting thousands of inmates in prison on 
these sentences put many more thousands of women and 
children-their wives, their children-on welfare. Yes, it is 
true that many of these convictions happened to people 
who were either entrapped into commiting the offense, or 
just not bright enough or not violent enough to make the 
system of bargaining and pleading down work in their 
favor. Yes, yes, all of that is true, but he couldn't afford to 
vote against a crime bill. "Political suicide," he said. 
What causes us to make the strange leap from want-
ing to be safe (a fairly innocuous and universal desire) to 
being willing to imprison hundreds of thousands of our fel-
low citizens? Imprisonment swells and multiplies in the 
midst of our civic life like a ghastly growth, and our 
response to the malignancy is to do everything we can to 
increase it. Crime represents some kind of pathology in 
the body politic, yet oddly we appear to have a desperate 
drive to magnify imprisonment, without being able to iden-
tify whether it is cause or cure. We continue to call for the 
removal of "them" from the activities of civic life, prefer-
ring then to act as though that removal had simply made 
"them" vanish. Having labeled them criminals, we want to 
make an end to considering them. What transpires in their 
lives after that-after they have achieved that label-does 
not concern us. News of the occasional prison riot, or jail 
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cell hanging, or escape, or parolee crime will invigorate our 
interest briefly, enough to make us call out again for more 
separation, more protection, more vanishing. If only we 
had another Australia, to which we could consign them! As 
we watched the ship disappear into the horizon, we would 
breathe easier. 'They" are gone. 
It may be that all the people around us think this way. 
It may be that those are the feelings we know in ourselves. 
But Christians must stand apart from a society that puts its 
faith in separation. In the matter of imprisonment, 
Christians can give witness to another vision than the one 
our culture espouses with such a deadly love. To be sen-
tenced for a crime does not make a person become some-
one other than himself. Tillie's son is still her son. If he 
was my brother before his sentencing, what is he now? 
Inmate, a number, a con. Those categories to which the 
state has consigned him do not define him utterly, and if 
we agree to that definition, we deny something of what we 
believe. 
In the frenzy of prison-building and punitive legisla-
tion in which we Americans now find ourselves, Christian 
people must find ways of understanding what prison min-
istry means. It may be that one of the most necessary parts 
of our endeavor is to minister to the fear-filled among us 
who have given over their trust and allegiance to systems of 
imprisonment. How can we confront the violence of our 
own solutions to the problems of crime, solutions to which 
many Christian people subscribe? I hope that the various 
pieces of writing in this issue will help thoughtful people 
like The Cresset 's readers to consider and re-consider their 
own solutions, and their acquiesence to the solutions 
offered to us daily by press and politicians. 
Another way of confronting our own fears and uncer-
tainties would be to take the way Jesus recommended, or 
better yet, mandated in the commandment he called 
"new." We could see what it means to love one another by 
visiting those in prison, to comfort them, and their families. 
His notion of a mandatory minimum would probably find 
him sitting with Tillie at the library on the first Wednesday 




About this Issue: 
Probably there are not many journals which could do 
what The Cresset does this month. People are here before 
you: an inmate serving a term for murder, a corrections 
officer, an advocate of radical reform. All have claims upon 
us, for all have integrity. All ask for our hearing. The men 
who painted the works on the covers are in prison. They 
have offended; they are offenders. Yet, they are also men 
with capacity to perceive and represent beauty and strength 
and peace. That we who are outside should be asked to 
consider carefully what we do to them and to our commu-
nities when we separate ourselves-that is the goal of this 
issue. 
It is not difficult to find agencies that will help us to 
do this considering, and help us to visit those in prison. 
One possibility at the national level is 
The Campaign for an Effective Crime Policy 
918 "F" Street, NW, 
Washington, D. C. 
(202) 628-1903. 
For information about a local organization which has had 
some success in mediation and restorative justice, victim 
and offender reconciliation, as well as prison visiting and 
prisoner family support, write 
PACT, Inc. 
245 Morgan Blvd. 
Valparaiso, IN 46383. 
And because Cresset readers are thoughtful and curi-
ous all the time, but also enjoy a witty and even provocative 
piece of irony, the issue does move away from imprison-
ment at some points, notably in Maureen Jais-Mick's feisty 
assessment of the employment guidelines of churches. 
Correspondent C.V., writing from Dogwood, reminds us 
that there is a connection with prisons and his excursis on 
the words "chump change." Perhaps we will offer a valuable 
prize to the reader who spots it. 0 
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THROUGH INNOCENT EYES 
It was all I kept hearing. I was a terrible person. 
Those were the words of the people who convicted and 
sentenced me to forty years in prison. It was in the papers 
as well. Forty years was considered a life sentence (if I sur-
vived that long). It just didn't seem possible. How could I 
or anyone do that much time? With good behavior I had a 
chance to get out in twenty years, but what was good behav-
ior supposed to mean in the kind of place I was going to? 
I had already begun to wilt under the pressure of all 
the negative social depictions of me being bandied about. 
Militant, manipulator, racist, violent madman, calculating, 
street tough-these were the labels the authorities and the 
media had used as substitutes for my name. Along with it 
came a number by which to identify me. I found it hard to 
believe that something could be so readily made up about 
me and put into print. Or was it necessary that an image 
had to be created-one that fit what was desired for me to 
be? Wasn't it true that a jury of my peers had considered 
the facts and uncovered the truth about me? That had to 
have been why I'd been found guilty. I figured it was all just 
a minor flaw in the system when the prosecutor reminded 
the all-white jury that I was black. It should've been obvious 
for everyone to see, but maybe some folks catch on a little 
slower than others. 
Todrei Sanders, originally from Detroit, attended VU in 1979-
80. He is currently seroing the fourteenth year of a forty year sen-
tence for murder. 
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I wanted to believe that my trial had been conducted 
fairly. Even the one racist present had been weeded out of 
the jury from the start. He was exposed when he could no 
longer withhold his feelings and blurted out, 'That nigger 
is guilty and you'll have to prove him innocent." No one 
had expected such an outburst, least of all the judge who 
rocked back in his chair and almost fell over. Not knowing 
what else to do the lawyers from both sides all smiled at 
each other. The crowd in the courtroom, blacks on one 
side and whites on the other, mumbled among themselves 
till the judge called for order. After things quieted down he 
excused the fellow from participating. 
The racist fellow wasn't the only one to get excused. 
The prosecutor didn't think it was such a good idea to 
keep the white guy whose daughter told him I was a great 
guy from what her girlfriends had said. When he said that 
my lawyers and the prosecution team turned and looked at 
me as if I had been up to something. I shrugged my shoul-
ders in innocence. How was I supposed to know he'd come 
out and say what he did? It would've been better for me if 
he had kept quiet because the news was enough to get him 
removed from the jury. Maybe that was only fair since one 
bad fellow had already been excluded. The system 
appeared to be set up well and was so easy for me-militant 
or not-to believe in at twenty. 
I was sure I'd eventually be vindicated. I had done no 
more than what I'd done all my life-fight to survive. When 
I got pushed, I pushed back. I prided myself on minding 
my own business, but if put into a threatening situation I 
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would bare my teeth and stand my ground. It had kept me 
alive for years in the harsh reality of the inner-city. But I 
wasn't in the city now. I was in a small, conservative, pre-
dominately white town. My presence had led to a run-in 
with a guy who didn't think well enough of my being 
around. In his words I needed to be taught a lesson. He 
wasn't going to be· around to teach any more lessons 
though. I didn't take well to someone trying to put me in 
my place, physically. Making such a stand had landed me in 
a courtroom, where I was told there was something wrong 
not only with my approach to life, but with me as well. 
The vindication hadn't come, and I ended up in 
another world. I turned my thoughts upon myself, and it 
offered no comfort. Acting as defense, prosecutor, judge, 
and jury, I retried myself over and over again. The verdict 
was always the same-a young black who didn't understand 
that he was supposed to yield to entrenched racism and not 
challenge the status quo. I was guilty as charged. 
The arrival of unsigned letters in the mail held out 
hope for my soul, with comments such as, 'Turn to Jesus 
and he'll forgive you," and "Repent of your sins." I appreci-
ated voluntary help, but I would've preferred that these 
folks left me alone. I wasn't sure if they were trying to res-
cue me from torment or mock my condition. I knew 
enough about their Jesus to know that unless he could get 
me a new trial he wouldn't do me much good where I was 
at. 
Not wanting to let go of my faith in the system, I had 
arrived in prison questioning my beliefs, my life, and my 
identity. Being an out-of-stater, I suspected that I would be 
treated as an outsider by other prisoners. I didn't know 
anyone in "the joint," and as soon as I opened my mouth 
the initial list of labels increased. Blacks tagged me as an 
"oreo," "uncle Tom," or bourgeois negro." They could see 
no other reason why I talked "proper." Education had pro-
vided me an ample supply of big words and the ability to 
sling English as well as some could throw a baseball. I came 
to be regarded as one of those "uppity guys who talks 
funny." 
I couldn't settle in among the whites because I didn't 
look the part, due to my color. But that didn't stop me 
from plopping down to eat in the middle of their side of 
the mess hall now and then, which prompted a number of 
questioning glances whenever I did it. It didn't take long 
for word to spread that I had to be a little crazy. Coupled 
with the lack of acceptance by my own, I was in a quandary 
as to where I was supposed to stand in this place. I was an 
outcast among the castoff, unable to find common ground 
with those who had been, likewise, stripped of their social 
place. Lumped in among a mass of numbers with voices 
and body parts, I was alone and uncertain where to turn. 
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Burdened with such heavy confusion, I was skeptical 
when a deaconess friend wrote to suggest arranging a visit 
with someone who lived near the prison. She thought it 
would be good for me to met her friend, Phyllis, and the 
sooner the better. I couldn't see what we would talk about 
though. My sense of connection to the outside world was 
slowly eroding. Women had been abruptly cut out of my 
life, and I didn't see the point of meeting this one. She was 
married, and I wasn't. She was white, and I was black. She 
wasn't in prison, and I was. We had nothing in common, 
except having attended the same college, which is where 
we'd both met the deaconess. So, when Phyllis wrote to 
express her interest in visiting me, I was all set to send her 
an unenthusiastic okay. 
Her mentioning that she'd also bring her kids along 
got through to me, and changed my outlook. I loved chil-
dren and welcomed every chance to spend time with them. 
Their youthful exuberance, wide-eyed curiosity and inno-
cence did something for me that was hard to put into 
words. I'd known several occasions when seeing the face of 
a child and hearing the voice reconnected me to life's won-
der after I'd experienced some of life's hard knocks, such 
as losing a ballgame, being punished at home, getting beat 
up, or missing out on a trip to a big park. 
When the day arrived for me to meet Phyllis, I decid-
ed not to put on anything special. "Special" consisted of a 
crease in my prison jeans and a shine on my boots. There 
was no reason to try to impress the lady. We were just going 
to talk. However, my initial nonchalant veneer didn't last 
long. My body geared up as soon as the visiting pass was 
delivered to me . My throat tightened up, my eyes got 
watery and blurred my vision, my head started throbbing 
from the build-up of blood in it, and my heart forgot how 
to keep count. The realization that I was meeting someone 
from the outside had hit me. It wasn't exactly a date. It was 
a release from the isolation I'd felt during my first few 
months in prison. I had been given access to the border 
region between prison and the outside world. 
As soon as I saw Phyllis I knew we had something in 
common after all. She was a little over five feet tall and had 
a slim build topped off by long black hair that hung loose 
down her back. But it was the glasses she wore that caught 
my attention. We both had the goofiest-looking pair of 
black-rimmed glasses I'd ever seen. They were round at the 
bottom of the frame and squared at the top. I received 
mine free from the prison, and I found it hard to believe 
that she paid money for hers. When she reached me I had 
to suppress a laugh that almost popped out in her face. 
Mter a quick introduction, we sat down and shared 
smiles, along with a little chit-chat. Phyllis had two daugh-
ters, both blonde and cute. The oldest, Jenny, was eight. It 
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didn't take me long to see that behind her perceptive blue 
eyes was an analytical mind and keen intelligence. I was 
impressed with her ability to hold a conversation with an 
adult, and we hit it off well. It was young Elizabeth, howev-
er, who won my heart. Though only four, she possessed an 
arrogance that combined with her impishness and made 
her seem sassy. 
Despite my best efforts to talk with her, Elizabeth 
would have nothing to do with me. My "What's your 
name?" was met with a firm silence. "I'll bet you're a good 
little girl, aren't you?" brought a disdainful look. 'That's a 
pretty dress you're wearing" prompted a yawn as her atten-
tion drifted to other parts of the visiting room. In my mind 
I thought, "Something must be wrong." Seeing the disap-
pointment in my eyes, Phyllis offered a touch of reassur-
ance. "She doesn't take well to strangers, so don't let it 
bother you," she informed me. "Give her a little time to get 
to know you." That was small consolation to me because I 
had always found a receptive place among kids-whether 
they were children in my extended family, those of girls I 
was involved with, or youngsters in the neighborhood. The 
kids represented a refuge for me, but it seemed that it too 
was being closed off. 
Though we didn't establish much of a connection the 
first time, Phyllis agreed to come back and see me again, 
after the required two weeks between visits passed. I felt 
apprehensive when the day rolled around again and I 
received the pass with her name and two children scrawled 
on it. As agreed, she had arrived after the noon meal had 
been served. I made my way to the visiting room uncertain 
whether we'd get this friendship off the ground. 
When I entered the visiting room I found it more 
crowded than usual for a weekday. I delivered my pass and 
J.D. to the guard in charge, hoping he'd seat me at one of 
the few tables in front. Not knowing my thoughts he point-
ed to a table in the rear, to which I nodded passive consent 
and made my way to it. 
My eyes slowly perused the room, taking in all of the 
visitors, vainly hoping that I'd miraculously latch on to a 
familiar face that would connect me to the outside world 
and restore my broken social structure. Seeing no one, I 
started finger-drumming the table, awaiting Phyllis's arrival 
with detached interest. A few minutes later I saw her mak-
ing her way to the last checkpoint, with Jenny and 
Elizabeth tagging along in each hand. 
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The electronic gate clanged open, and I stood up to 
make it easier for them to see me. As they stepped into the 
room, I could see Phyllis scanning the crowd in search of 
my face. Just as I raised my hand to signal where I was, 
Elizabeth suddenly broke away and started running toward 
me. Children weren't supposed to be unattended, but the 
smile on her face said she didn't care. 
As I watched Elizabeth bounding toward me, the 
world paused, and all of life seemed to give way to us. 
When she reached me she extended her arms-her tiny 
hands inviting me into an embrace. I bent over and she 
gently wrapped her arms around my neck and laid her 
head on my shoulders. Picking her up, I squeezed her as if 
she were the last bit of life I'd ever hold. Something broke 
inside me at that moment and tears streamed forth, damp-
ening strands of Elizabeth's hair. My heart was aching with 
the happiness of being accepted. I felt safe in this little 
girl's arms and didn't want the moment to end. 
Through a haze I watched Phyllis approach us, her 
mouth and eyes open in awe. The chatter that had filled 
the room ceased, and people turned to take in the mystery 
unfolding before them. Here and there, faces expressed 
knowing appreciation and consent, while others showed 
curiosity. 
The silence was broken by Phyllis's voice as she hesi-
tantly whispered, "She's never done that before-not even 
for her father." Shaking her head in disbelief, she surveyed 
me up and down as if it would reveal what she was looking 
for. I didn't care. I was simply thankful that there was still a 
place within me reachable by the warmth and tender inno-
cence of this child. The anger, the frustration, the pain, 
confusion, doubt, and fear had toppled me, and left me 
clawing for something to hold on to. 
Though I had too much pride to say a prayer for 
help, Elizabeth had arrived anyway. Without saying a word 
she had shown me that I was somebody-a somebody who 
was more than what others had sought to transform me 
into. I wasn't sure who I was, but I knew that I now had a 




OR, WHY WOULD A GENTEEL, MIDDLE-AGED, ESTABLISHMENT-TYPE 
LIKE ME WORK IN A PLACE LIKE THIS? 
My wife has never been able to see the beauty. She 
asserts that the beauty I claim to be able to see at work casts 
doubt on my sense of taste. So, since she is the daughter of 
an artist, raised as a lady, well-trained in matters of refine-
ment, and has always questioned my taste, I hold my peace. 
But for me, there is beauty at the Arizona State Prison 
at Erewhon. Maybe it has something to do with starting a 
mid-life career as an entry-level correctional officer on 
graveyard shift and needing affirmation, watching the sun 
rise through crystalline desert sky over sharply etched 
mountains to the east, projecting constantly shifting geo-
metric patterns through the 21-foot double fence onto the 
uneven surface of a gravel prison yard. Maybe it has some-
thing to do with the deliberate, remote rural placement of 
most state prisons and that almost cliched truism of the 
West, the Big Sky, the enormous horizon and uninterrupt-
ed dome of palest French blue, where every cloud is a spe-
cial event, and each day seems to have different stage 
lighting. I think when my wife first seriously questioned 
the tightness of my wrapping, though, was the day I men-
tioned that the characteristic soft pinkish-orange glow of 
sodium-vapor prison lighting conveyed to me a sense of 
S. J. Addison is the pen name of an acquaintance of the Editor. 
Among his other accomplishments, he graduated from Brown 
University, and spent a period of service in the United States Air 
Force. He lives in Arizona, where he is an elder in his Lutheran 
congregation. 
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serenity, and glinted off the endless coils of razor wire like 
the gold and jewels in a dragon's hoard. "You've been read-
ing too much Tolkien," she said. Maybe so, but graveyard 
shift on a large prison yard does allow the imagination to 
soar. And under a full unhampered moon, those same 
coils turn into silver neckbands for giants. 
Funny, my colleagues on the shift thought I was per-
fectly normal. But then, normality has a different defini-
tion in my para-military world. More than in any other 
profession except the military itself, corrections workers 
come out of every walk of life: youngsters with no more 
than a rural high school education, eager in their genera-
tion for the stability of a salary, after growing up with end-
less tales of wage-hour layoffs from the played-out copper 
mines; upper middle-aged warhorses like me, looking for a 
second or third career with a safety net; and relatively 
young retired ex-military, wanting a continuation of their 
accustomed lifestyle. In this bouillabaisse of backgrounds 
there somehow arises a camaraderie and a loyalty 
approaching that of an extended family, and this in the 
face of the lack of any apparent commonality. What seems 
to bind the family together is a mystical slippery glue called 
Personal Respect flowing out of Being Together in the 
Same Boat, and it works for the inmate population as well. 
I never met an equivalent phenomenon in the civilian 
world. 
There are other facets to the correctional world's 
view of normality, most notably our universal acceptance of 
substantial personal risk as part of the routine. In fact, risk 
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is an integral part of the job's appeal, the sizzle on the 
steak, from the first day of Correctional Academy on, an 
enticing "rush" as the druggies would put it. Real physical 
danger, folks, from some thoroughly institutionalized, des-
ocialized inmates who see you as just another "brownshirt 
guard" either to manipulate or pulverize. It's all the same 
to them. You know it, and they know you know it, and it's 
an ongoing exhilaration-a high all through your career. 
When is it going to happen? You may go through your full 
twenty years without a serious physical confrontation with 
an inmate, but it's happened to officers you know, and the 
war stories have that ominous ring of truth. The scent of 
danger never quite leaves the prison atmosphere, even on a 
bright Arizona morning, and its fascination , cobra-like, 
draws us on. 
The Academy does a good prep job. No more 
"guards" in Arizona: the eight-week Correctional Officers' 
Training Academy in Tucson differs from the regular 
Police Academy only slightly. The boot-camp rigor is equiv-
alent, and so is the wash-out rate. By the time you arrive at 
your first assignment you feel like a well-trained apprentice, 
eager to try your new skills, with that adrenalin rush of per-
sonal risk pushing you out onto the stage. 
Duty as a uniformed Correctional Service (or 
Security) Officer is primarily shift work, with the traditional 
Days, Swings, and Graveyard teams rotating in endless suc-
cession. Obviously, since these 'clients' of ours can never 
be left unsupervised, there must be multiple overlapping in 
the shift coverage. Your 'weekend' may be Monday and 
Tuesday, or Friday and Saturday, or whatever the shift lieu-
tenant or sergeant deems necessary in order to maintain 
effective coverage, and, equally obviously, low person on 
the totem pole gets last choice. Not exactly an ideal situa-
tion for a new officer with a family, but, as many of us have 
learned to say in the recent economy, "it's an 'oh, well'." 
It's a trade-off: if you want the state civil service safety net 
and secure salary, then you put up with minor inconve-
niences, such as the state's insultingly low level of compen-
sation, lower than either of our two urban counties pay 
their jail detention employees, and lower still than four of 
five adjoining states pay their corrections officers. After all, 
nobody drafted you. Right? 
Sometimes tougher than that to swallow is the nearly 
total ignorance of the general public about what you do, 
what your responsibilities are, and what life is like on the 
other side of that razor wire. Isn't telling the story the job 
of the media? But where are they on a normal day? The 
old "prison guard" image dies hard. Why are the reporters 
only around when there's a disturbance, and then mostly 
interviewing inmate relatives whose only source of informa-
tion is the inmate himself, claiming far-fetched inhumane 
conditions of confinement? Those of us who are 
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"fiftysomething" and come out of a military background 
remember the spartan, sometimes crude barracks and 
chow halls we lived in as part of our regular territory thirty 
years ago in any of the U.S. services, and we are quickly dis-
gusted by the insolence of inmate demands and the whin-
ing of some of their relatives. We can thank a generation 
of the ACLU and a creeping nationwide "entitlement men-
tality" for much of this. 
But whether or not the public knows the difference 
between a felony or a misdemeanor, or understands the 
distinction between jail and prison, life goes ever on and 
on behind the razor wire in perpetual rotation, broken 
only by your "RDOs" (assigned Regular Days Off) and the 
more or less frequent interruption of some more than usu-
ally stupid maneuver, requiring the placing of an inmate in 
Detention Unit. These events (which we all call CSS, for 
Chronic Stupidity Snydrome) usually involve the sale of 
drugs, or sale of protection, or gambling, or intimidating a 
youngster into sexual favors, a particularly vile form of 
sodomy known as "punking." 
Reaction to the routine of the job is generally consis-
tent with our reasons for signing on in the first place; 
some like to cruise along in their brown and tan uniform at 
entry rank of CSO I or II and a salary in the $19,000 range 
for most of their careers, acknowledging the tradeoff 
between compensation and responsibility and preferring 
the lower stress of the lesser rank. Some officers, experi-
enced in other civil service or para-military work, deliber-
ately choose to cruise in order to avoid the inevitable and 
demoralizing departmental or local facility politics that 
seem to creep in as the positions narrow at the lieutenant 
and captain level. Not every incidence of CSS, we have 
learned to our frustration, is perpetrated by an inmate. 
Other colleagues set their goals on an upward career 
path within the Department, and the career paths are 
three: Security, Programs, and Community Supervision 
(Parole) . Community Supervision is beyond the scope of 
this discussion, and the majority of us choose from the 
remaining two. 
And so there you are, a still-enthusiastic, still-uncyni-
cal Correctional Service Officer, with a couple of years of 
experience and a road that diverges ahead of you, and a 
choice that will make all the difference. You can continue 
in the Security Series, toward Sergeant and Lieutenant, 
then Captain and eventually Deputy Warden, or you can 
shift to the Programs Series. 
The what series? Programs. Looking back, I am 
more and more convinced that Corrections today is very 
like a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta-"The Mikado," to be 
specific: the top administrator of a modern prison "unit" of 
about 600 inmates is the Deputy Warden (The Mikado), 
and all functions within that unit (other than medical, food 
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service and maintenance) are delegated in halves. All secu-
rity responsibilities are directed by a Captain who is Chief 
of Security (The Lord High Executioner), with virtually 
everything else under the purview of the Programs 
Supervisor (The Lord High Everything Else). Programs 
officers are responsible for carrying out the Everything 
Else. 
And Everything Else pretty much means just that. 
Having made my career choice, I now divest myself of 
brown and tan in favor of civvies, and take up a caseload. 
My job is to be the grounding strap, the lightning rod, the 
de-fuser, the leaning post, the father confessor, the listen-
er, the problem-solver, the investigator, the guide and advi-
sor, all subsumed into the generalized traditional prison 
misnomer of 'Counselor.' And then, of course, since I 
have experience in Security, I remain a back-up security 
officer, still writing a disciplinary ticket where necessary, 
and occasionally assisting a brand-new housing unit securi-
ty officer with his or her 4:00 pm formal count. 
But what led me into Programs is this constantly shift-
ing variety, with no two days quite the same: one day I may 
prepare final release paperwork for a half-dozen inmates 
and teach a "Pre-Release" workshop, the next I will give an 
orientation class to a group of new inmates fresh from the 
intake center in Phoenix, and then sit as the non-uni-
formed member of a disciplinary tribunal. The next day I 
may be deputized over the phone as an ad hoc bailiff by a 
sitting Superior Court judge, and be asked to assist the 
court with testimony from an inmate in my custody. I may 
spend a day "walking and talking" through the dingy and 
murkily-lit housing unit corridors in the morning, to help 
assess the mood of the inmate population, and then pre-
pare a batch of men in the afternoon for their upcoming 
appearances before the Parole Board. 
Somewhere, sometime in this wide variety of comings 
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and goings, you grapple with the rest of your life. Is this 
the real me? To a great extent, it becomes a personality 
issue. Along with the seemingly endless variety in a 
Programs Officer's schedule seems to come the inevitable 
paperwork, because, since being sued by members of the 
inmate population is an occupational hazard, one must 
protect one's exposed gluteus maximus with the appropriate 
form, in triplicate. 
To some, the variety is not worth the paperwork 
price; and yet, if they stay in the ranks of Security, the 
paperwork, like death and taxes, will catch up with them 
somewhere between Sergeant and Lieutenant anyway. 
And then there's always the issue that "CPOs" (pro-
grams officers) have traditionally been teased about by 
their security colleagues: do we go into programs because 
we are closet bleeding-heart, warm fuzzy "care bears"? 
Clintonlike, do we "feel their pain?" If that's a major inner 
motivator, then we eventually wind up in some other line 
of work, since sustained sympathy with convicted felons, no 
matter how sincere, usually winds up compromising Job 
One, which is protecting the public, and Job Two, which is 
maintaining a safe, secure, and orderly environment, and, 
eventually, Job Three, which is your own integrity. 
But that's not the same thing as the satisfaction 
derived from being able to help where a man asks for it, 
and giving hope to someone who is making a real effort to 
change. As simple as that sounds, it can be one of the 
strongest motivators in pursuing correctional programs as a 
career. I'll get up for work all the earlier tomorrow morn-
ing, if an inmate says to me today "Damn, Mr. A., I'm 
(bleeping) glad you work here," or "Somebody told me 
you teach a Pre-Release class. Sign me up!" It's feedback 
like that that makes the job fun- and even good- in spite 
of the politics of promotion. And that kind of goodness at 
work, for me, is a form of beauty. 0 
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Review Essay 
THE WORD UNLEASHED 
Lee Griffith. The Fall of the Prison: Biblical Perspectives on 
Prison Abolition. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans, 
1993. 
If you see there is a lack of hangmen, constables, judges, 
lords, or princes, and you find that you are qualified, you should 
offer your services ... that the essential governmental authority 
may not be despised and become enfeebled or perish. The world 
cannot and dare not dispense with it. 
Martin Luther, 'Temporal Authority: 
To What Extent It Should Be Obeyed" 
All the doors were opened, and everyone's chains were 
unfastened. 
Acts 16:26 
The awe-filled moment in Acts 16, in which not only 
apostles are unfettered by an earthquake, and Luther's 
perennial argument that "hangmen" in some form are' 
indispensable, together suggest a dilemma for Bible 
Christians who accept both the authority of the gospel and 
the power of the state to imprison, even execute its citizens. 
This is not, it seems safe to say, a dilemma too many of us 
care to ponder; the calculated invisibility of prisons and 
our relative privileges ensure that we do not, and it is the 
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rare Sunday sermon that calls for the release of prisoners. 
For Christian pacifist Lee Griffith, however, this failure to 
question the moral authority of the state lies at the heart of 
what has ailed Christendom for nearly two thousand years. 
Jesus did not call the church to support, even model, 
the secular prison, or to suppress the scandal of the good 
news that "today" Isaiah's announcement of release to the 
captives "has been fulfilled in your hearing" (cf. Luke 4:18-
21). If no prisons exist in the kingdom of God "there and 
then," Griffith asks, "how can we support the imprisonment 
of people here and now? For in fact, the kingdom of God is 
among us here and now" (28). What then? The Fall of the 
Prison prophetically addresses this question from a "king-
dom ethic" that makes far more radical demands and 
promises than the rational calculations of liberal reformers 
ever can. Griffith insists that "Prisons will not be abolished 
when this or that governing authority declares it to be so," 
but "when the community of believers faithfully lives 
according to that freedom which Jesus has already 
declared." In this perspective, the fall of the prison has 
already occurred and continues to happen each moment 
that freedom is lived. 
The reader who thinks this approach absurdly utopi-
an should "go back and read" the Scriptures anew on pris-
ons and prisoners, with this book in hand. There is much 
to be learned here, for most of us have not done our home-
work on this subject and Lee Griffith has. He certainly 
knows his Bible-and knows how to wield it on behalf of 
"prison abolition." But his arguments are also well-
informed by biblical criticism, contemporary ethics, social 
theory, historic~! knowledges of the Ancient Near East, 
first-century Jewish thought, early Christian attitudes 
toward "the powers," the development of Christian theolo-
gy and political theory, and the witness of martyrs; these 
knowledges enable him to place the institution of the jail 
into a long historical perspective. His bibliography is 20 
pages, and its range is broad. Beyond crime reports, nation-
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al prison studies, and the literature of radical social critique 
we might expect from a Sojourners contributor, we find cita-
tions from (to list a few) Albert Schweitzer, Pascal, 
Maimonides, Walter Wink, Charles Colson, Northrop Frye, 
Jurgen Moltman, Norman Mailer, C.S. Lewis, many Church 
Fathers and rabbinical teachings, Susan Sontag, Wayne 
Meeks, Jacques Ellul, Ched Myers, Albert Camus, Joachim 
Jeremias, Luther, and Michel Foucault. (The latter's 
Discipline and Punish, a virtual bible to cultural-theory critics 
of "surveillance" in modern society, is subtitled 'The Birth 
of the Prison." One can't help but wonder whether The Fall 
of the Prison, which adopts some of Foucault's views, is also 
Griffith's Christian 'answer' to this theorist's dark view of 
human possibilities.) 
Griffith's reflections on his book-learning have clear-
ly developed in tandem with his experiences of ministering 
to and with prisoners, spending time in jail, and suffering 
violent crime himself. Rather than making liberal pleas for 
the basic goodness of the incarcerated, he is passionately 
committed to what he calls "biblical realism" ( 19). He also 
shares the deep sense of irony about the folly of human 
management schemes to secure privileges and avert disas-
ter that drives the biblical prophets' most scathing social 
and religious criticism. Calling Bible Christians back to 
their roots, as these Hebrew precursors called Israel, 
Griffith's central method is to deploy the Scriptures to 
"demythologize" our current penal system, so as to prepare 
the way for faithful response by disciples of 'Jesus the 
Prisoner." But much more is here than yet another special-
interest reading of Scripture. Anyone who cannot imagine 
prisons "abolished," including those who want to see them 
radically reformed, might profitably accept Griffith's chal-
lenges to re-think the whole concept of imprisonment and 
to meditate on our "shared criminality." 
I 
Griffith's efforts to let the Bible "demythologize" the 
penal system require extra-biblical knowledge which more 
of us should know when we pronounce on, let alone vote 
on, questions of "law and order." Many Americans still do 
not know that we incarcerate a far larger proportion of our 
citizens than any other country that reports such statistics, 
or that in raw numbers we maintain-at vast public cost-
the largest prison population in the world. In the last 
decade this "other America" behind bars has grown from 
650,000 to nearly 1.4 million men and women. Most states, 
under court directions to alleviate severe jail crowding, are 
scrambling for resources to build new facilities and rescue 
aging ones, while taxpayers fund the lobbying efforts of 
corrections officials to divert ever-larger shares of state bud-
gets away from the very educational and social services that 
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could better address the roots of crime. Increasingly, local 
governments turn to profit-oriented prison management 
firms to handle the problems for them, while the public 
remains unconcerned about the new potential of such 
arrangemenets for the exploiting of prisoners' labor. In the 
fragile economies of places like Griffith's Elmira, New 
York, "corrections" is the biggest business in town. 
Although this writer says some kind things about the good 
folk of Elmira, he would probably agree that what happens 
to the qualities of life and feeling, thought and moral rea-
soning, in a "prison town" is magnified many times over in 
a nation becoming ever more deeply invested in guns, 
police, and cages as their chief hope of domestic security. 
The Federal Bureau of Prisons has now launched 
what it proudly calls its largest building program in 
American history, with sophisticated new technologies of 
surveillance and control that will rival such condemned 
relics of our criminal past as Alcatraz in stripping human 
beings of dignity and community. While the new "anti-
crime" legislation passed last fall by the U.S. Senate (at this 
writing, before the House) includes a variety of measures, 
its centerpiece is roughly $6.5 billion to build new boot 
camps, juvenile institutions, state prisons, and ten huge 
new regional complexes for high-security prisoners (state 
and federal). In effect this measure promises federal sub-
sidy for state facility construction (at a cost of $54,000 to 
$78,000 per eel(), but money-hungry states themselves will 
have to come up with another $1.3 billion in new annual 
operating costs, to say nothing of increased budgets for 
legal defense fees and soaring medical expenses later on 
for lifers convicted on the "three strikes and you're out" 
measure written into the bill. 
If these figures are mind-boggling, even more so is 
the fact that building more jails has made our society no 
safer. In the statistics game, it is not hard to show that an 
"anti-crime" bill deeply invested in jails is far more likely to 
defeat itself instead of crime. States with the lowest crime 
rates have the lowest rates of imprisonment, and vice versa: 
high-imprisonment states lead the nation's crime rates. 
Between 1983 and 1992, America increased its prison pop-
ulation by 102%; violent crime rose by 40%. In an older 
comparison Griffith reports (55), as Texas more than dou-
bled its prison population between 1970 and 1981, homi-
cides jumped by 41%. (A more recent set of human facts 
behind these numbers: with the reinstitution of the death 
penalty during this period, Texas' death row grew and has 
now swelled to 372 men and women. On the eve of execu-
tion more and more of them cannot find legal counsel 
because state law denies aid for second appeals, which con-
sider such issues as new evidence and jury-selection errors, 
and pro bono lawyers for such desperate, usually indigent 
clients have become scarce [New York Times 31 Dec. 1993]). 
Many other measures confirm common sense that 
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what does substantially affect the crime rate-and recidi-
vism-are such factors as family and community stability, 
economic security, and demographics. Unemployment has 
long been the one consistent correlate of incarceration 
rates; many American prisoners are illiterate, and many 
more indigent; most have been convicted of economic 
crimes, and these are the men and women who return to 
prison most often. New recruits for the prison regime come 
trailing shattered relationships, learn quickly not to "frater-
nize" in a world behind steel doors and razor wire where 
every man or woman must fend for themselves, and then 
return to zones of brokenness on the outside that cannot 
sustain them in honest lives. (The common practice of 
shipping unwanted state felons out-of-state, written into the 
new legislative proposal for regional centers, cruelly 
deprives inmates who do have strong family support and 
community ties of the sense of connection so important for 
healing.) The Sentencing Project in Washington, D.C., 
points out that if the current racial composition of state 
prisons holds in the proposed new federally-funded ones, 
the "anti-crime" bill will have the self-defeating effect of 
"exacerbating the already extremely high rates of incarcer-
ation for [black and Hispanic] commmunities," and thus 
produce further disruptions of their stability in the future. 
Will hiring hundreds of federal prosecutors to go after 
youth gangs in these communities, and then processing 
these young convicts boot-camp style return them home 
with better math and language scores, job skills appropri-
ate to their abilities and interests, social hope , love of 
neighbor, ethnic pride, and genuine respect for them-
selves? In light of this larger picture of crime production 
and prevention, the "three strikes" provision makes even 
less sense. As the Director of the Oregon Department of 
Corrections wrote in a January letter to President Clinton 
(reinvoking the latter's lapsed campaign promise of drug 
rehabilitation for all who need it): "when this nation 
enhances opportunities for its young people to secure and 
maintain good jobs, when universal treatment for alcohol 
and drug abuse is available, and when quality education 
and health care are the norm for our less advantaged citi-
zens, we might then begin to seriously discuss the idea of 
life sentences for repeat offenders." 
If the national frenzy of prison-building in the last 
ten years has failed to reduce crime, many believe our 
"criminal justice" system, though not an unmitigated disas-
ter, is structured and operated to deliver little justice to 
either criminals or victims. With Kevin Wright, Lee Griffith 
finds it ironic that "corrections" departments repeatedly 
base their "appeal for more funds on [their] own failures" 
to deter or prevent crime (33)-ironic but not surprising, 
since for many reasons the institution of the prison eludes 
public scrutiny. That virtual immunity from criticism is the 
invisible problem behind the current national "debate" 
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about the crime bill. Two years ago more than 600 
experts-criminal justice professionals, eight present and 
former governors , and public officials in 50 states and the 
District of Columbia-issued a powerful "Call for a 
National Debate on Crimt; and Punishment" that has still 
not taken place. What we have had instead is a disastrous 
political free-for-all over who can be toughest on crime and 
be rewarded for it. In this poisoned atmosphere Philip B. 
Heymann, who had been in charge of developing the 
Clinton administration approach to the nation's crime 
problems, was relieved of his post as second in command at 
the Justice Department earlier this year. (The official rea-
son given was a difference in "management style" with 
Attorney General Janet Reno.) Heymann, who is known to 
favor attention to the root causes of crime, has since pub-
licly attacked not only the quick-fix "three strikes" provision 
but the whole package as a misconceived effort to tackle a 
"problem that's well worth $22.3 billion to address." But 
when Heymann complained at a mid-February press con-
ference that public discussion had become so ideologically 
charged that "there is no room for reasoned debate," he 
predictably drew the counter-charge of sour grapes (con-
firmed in the Times headline "A Parting Shot at the Crime 
Bill Backed by Clinton," 16 Feb.) In recent months the 600 
sober professionals who make up the Campaign for an 
Effective Crime Policy have managed to win five House 
hearings on the bill; in February committees heard two 
days of strong testimony on the alternate crime bill intro-
duced by Representative Craig Washington (D, Tex.) and 
endorsed by black and Hispanic representatives. Efforts to 
legitimize the prevention approach and alternatives to 
incarceration grind on; as this Cresset goes to press, the 
Criminal justice Newsletter estimates that the House will not 
go into conference with the Senate on this legislation until 
June. The political football then passes to the states, which 
must enact stringent new laws to qualify for federal funds 
and will have to secure local constituents' support. 
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The Fall of the Prison, which came out around the time 
the Senate legislated its version of the prison's victory, 
makes no mention of this national fiasco-in-progress. But 
the overt cynicism with which politicians have exploited 
public fear and constituents' greed for dollars-to say 
nothing of exploiting a simple rule from an all-American 
sport that has no place in the halls of justice-has generat-
ed such dismay among prison reformers that even those 
people of faith among them who have never considered 
"prison abolition" may need to read this book simply to 
retrieve their ethical bearings and reaffirm their commit-
ments. 
Not that Lee Griffith is, in the usual sense, an advo-
cate of "reform." Assailing our modern view that imprison-
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ment is "an ethically neutral technique and the prison ... 
merely one of several tools available in a technologically 
sophisticated assault on crime," he puts little stock in fine-
tuning of the mechanism by more application of "tech-
nique." Nor does he ever tell us what in fact we are to do 
with the ax-murder~r (a rare crime, by the way); he criti-
cizes instead the state's use of the violent prisoner as norm. 
He refuses to offer social blueprints, which he sees as coer-
cive, although he endorses juridical efforts to "ex-career-
ate" prisoners with parole contracts, de-criminalize some 
offenses, abolish pre-trial detention and institute alterna-
tives to jail. His main objective in this book is to persuade 
us to ask whether prisons are in fact morally acceptable at 
all. To achieve this end The Fall of the Prison must be more 
than a sermon on the nation's prison-worship or a stirring 
call to follow Jesus. 
In Chapter 2, "Prisons and the Social Order," Griffith 
reviews legal, social, and ideological reasons why a rising 
crime rate is not solely responsible for the burgeoning of 
our prison population, though alarums of "crime emergen-
cies" certainly have had that effect. ('The rising crime 
rate" is in itself something of a myth, and manipulable by 
both sides of the argument; it varies by locality, represents 
only reported crimes, and is always a matter of what is 
defined as criminal behavior. The national murder rate, 
incidentally, stays about the same, and most killers do not 
prey on strangers.) Griffith also entertains the common 
argument, which others have pursued in more detail, that 
the dehumanizing conditions defining American prison 
life, and not merely the presence of massed convicted 
felons, actually contribute to crime, within and without the 
walls. Although the FBOP, which prides itself on setting 
professional standards, maintains that the fact of imprison-
ment, not the conditions of confinement, is the punish-
ment, this is simply not the case for most US prisoners. 
Enforced idleness is one way by which prisons drive men to 
their knees and break spirits; another is its radical opposite, 
forced menial labor for pennies an hour to teach respect 
for work. Griffith points out that this is the only kind of 
"involuntary servitude" authorized by the Thirteenth 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 
A nationwide, on-site study by Human Rights Watch 
two years ago found male and female convicts forced into 
unprotected labor with hazardous chemicals and human 
waste as extra punishment-one of several common viola-
tions of United Nations standards for the treatment of pris-
oners. Hoeing a field, on the other hand, might seem a 
more reasonable, even healthy way to "do" prison time-
until one reckons in the physical conditions of Alabama 
field labor in July (and the humiliating repetition of slavery 
time that would not be lost on black convicts). In this case, 
grisly punishments were invented for those who resisted, 
recalling Alabama's history of "barbaric" prison practices 
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supposedly reformed in the 1970s. Inmates accused of dila-
tory walking across a busy road on the way to their hoeing 
duties were routinely shackled to a rail in a broiling field 
for up to five hours, with insufficient water, no food, and 
no toilet facilities, according to the inmates who have 
brought a lawsuit claiming "cruel and unusual punish-
ment." The warden has counter-claimed this practice was 
not "abuse" but added, ''you can't lose control" (New York 
Times 5 Sept. 1993). 
Much of Griffith's scorn for pragmatic reform pro-
posals comes from his insistence that a utilitarian ethic, 
which would share this warden's focus on what is practically 
"necessary," cannot adequately compass the wrongs of the 
prison. He gives examples of how perceived or manufac-
tured "security needs" unnecessarily endanger prisoners' 
safety as well as their sanity, but for him the appropriate 
corrective is not more liberal treatment in jail: it is a radi-
cal questioning of whether we "need" jails for security. He 
recognizes that prisons make us all less secure by creating 
precisely the conditions in which many convicts become 
bitterly vindictive, determined upon their release to take 
revenge for what "society" has done to them. At the same 
time, other men and women mature ethically and socially 
in jail precisely by observing daily what is deeply wrong with 
rationalized coercion and the mystique of violence that sus-
tains "control." Such human successes not many prisoner 
advocates would attribute to official rehabilitation efforts. 
In his reasoned arguments against dominant penal theo-
ries, Griffith rejects this one not only as ineffective but as 
hypocritical and based on the same "disease paradigm" that 
justifies the forced administration of antipsychotic drugs (a 
practice authorized in certain cases by a 1990 Supreme 
Court ruling). 'Job training" is likewise a (cost-saving) 
sham, foisted upon men and women so stigmatized by their 
time in jail that their return to the workforce upon release 
is rendered difficult if not impossible. Repeatedly Griffith 
turns his discussion of such failures from pragmatic to ethi-
cal questions; thus, "rehabilitation" coupled with indeter-
minate sentencing encourages convicts approaching parole 
to engage in prison-sponsored con games of proving them-
selves "model prisoners" by conforming to "the program," 
obeying powers not worthy of respect. Griffith can demon-
strate with the best of them that prisons fail to deter crime; 
but he throws his energy into demolishing the ethical rea-
soning behind reigning penologies. Theories of specific 
and general "deterrence," for example, go well beyond the 
fairness principle that the punishment should fit the crime 
and not some future, uncommitted one. 
Turning to the fact that so many American prisoners 
are people of color, Griffith asks not why white racism in 
our society produces so many black convicts, but whether a 
"criminal justice" system rife with skin prejudice is not in 
fact more likely to label black people criminals. He makes 
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provocative if brief analyses of gender factors in sentencing 
and penal treatment (with apologies in his preface for say-
ing so little in this book about women). He quotes Joseph 
Lohman, former Cook County (Illinois) sheriff, on law 
enforcement agencies more invested in protecting "the 
dominant political, social and economic interests of the 
town" than in serving and protecting all. But Griffith differs 
from other critics in pointing out that these kinds of argu-
ments against the US prison system, valid as they may be, 
can function as a form of scapegoating creating the impres-
sion that ·~udicial or political tinkering" ("racial awareness 
training" comes to mind) will fix the mechanism, when 
something more fundamental is wrong with its whole con-
ception and the society that demands jails ( 85). 
The bottom line in this book is that neither "peace 
[n]or justice can be won through evil means" (57). 
America's "cult of retribution" through imprisonment, 
which "rather than seeking to diminish the suffering of the 
victim ... seeks to increase the suffering of the offender" 
and thereby do ·~ustice" (67), is profoundly unjust, not 
merely unworkable or too expensive. Like a prophet of old, 
Griffith warns that a nation so devoted to prison-worship is 
already reaping its own reward. In our admiration for con-
formity, our fear of violating middle-class norms, our will-
ing submission to ever-increasing measures of external 
surveillance, we have already become to an alarming extent 
"a caged society" (39). With our weakened public grasp of 
what justice entails, lowered expectations of community, 
and attenuated consciences, it is not surprising that we con-
sign fellow human beings so readily to jail, at costs we have 
nearly forgotten how to calculate. At the same time, 
Griffith declares, we are getting "the criminals we deserve." 
Many of those who menace us have not blatantly "rejected 
social values" but are affirming our society's glorification of 
violence, its materialism, its go-for-it ethic of gain, and the 
sexism that "legitimize[s] violence against women" (186). 
Our "crime problem," as the Old Testament prophets 
knew, like our attempts to fix it, reflects deep rents in the 
entire social fabric. 
III 
The Fall of the Prison develops Griffith's biblical per-
spective throughout but concentrates its most provocative 
re-readings of Scripture in Chapter 3. The treatment of 
Old Testament themes begins with Cain, ethically the 
Bible's first criminal, who is surprisingly "marked for life," 
not death, by God. The story allows no excuse for killing, 
but also shows that God is merciful "in the face of lawless-
ness" and intervenes when "we deny responsibility to care 
for our sisters and brothers." It is in this double perspective 
of divine love and demand that Griffith reads all his bibli-
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cal texts. 
In surveying Ancient Near Eastern law and practice, 
he demonstrates that although it provided for capital pun-
ishment, Israel's juridical system could be more humane 
than ours; even the lex talionis, which is used today to 
defend the death penalty, was intended to limit retribution. 
Israel's dominant legal ethic is rather one of restitution, 
addressing the healing of the whole community broken by 
crime and incorporating concern for victims. In contast we 
have elected the legislators of mandatory minimum sen-
tencing laws that prevent judges from utilizing restitution-
ary schemes as creative alternatives to incarceration. We 
also treat crime as the isolated act of willful or sick individu-
als, and respond by inflicting suffering; whereas the 
Covenant community understood its corporate responsibil-
ities and developed an ideal of God's ''justice" that 
demands not just more suffering but the righting of wrong. 
We call the police and witness in court, surrounded by 
lawyers, against a man or woman who has become 
(through the legal abstraction process) an enemy of the 
state; the object is successful prosecution. Wholly alien to 
these proceedings is the "spirit of tsedeka" (Israel's term for 
justice/righteousness) summarized by the rabbinical jurist 
Moses Maimonides ''when he said that to accuse someone 
of a crime was to enter into a commitment with that per-
son, to take responsibility for that person, to become that 
person's sister or brother." This understanding, Griffith 
observes, recalls "the first crime, when God judged Cain 
and marked him and became his keeper" (95). Legal obli-
gation, then, is not to be separated from compassionate 
service. 
In treating the Isaiac theme of liberty for the captives 
(Isa. 42:6-7), Griffith gives a detailed explanation of its 
roots in the Jubilee and Sabbath Year proclamations (Lev. 
25:1-10, Deut. 15:7-11). However infrequently or partially 
they may have been carried out, what these extraordinary, 
'scheduled' liberations of debtors and slaves meant in 
essence "was God's encouragement for people to say to one 
another: Let us start anew, because all our deciding about 
who should have ownership and who should not-who 
should have freedom and who should not-is sinful and 
divisive. Let us return to the equality we share in standing 
before God, who owns all and frees us all" (98). This, 
Griffith insists, was neither charity nor based on the notion 
that captives and the poor were "good": the Jubilee and 
Sabbath Year proclamations concretized in social practice 
the liberating activity of God as the "go'ef' for the Hebrew 
slaves God brought out from Egypt. The call for liberation 
of prisoners as well (cf. Isa. 61:1-2, Ps. 146:1-7, Zech. 9:9-12), 
he explains, comes from the Exilic period, when "Israel 
learned of the fundamental kinship between enslavement 
and imprisonment" (102). From here it is only a step for 
Griffith to link the movement for the abolition of slavery in 
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the modern era to the "prison abolition" he advocates. 
His New Testament discussion is more problematical-
ly framed by the theme of the demonic-not crazed ax-
murderers but nations "possessed" by a contagious spirit of 
evil, which in Griffith's perspective is present "in every call 
to arms and every appeal to death" (1 04). He insists such a 
notion is not to be scoffed at as primitive; the modern 
mythos that "bad people" cause our problems is the naive 
view, for it "does nothing to help us prevail in our struggle 
against 'the spiritual forces of wickedness"' (104; cf. Eph. 
6:12). Here Griffith's biblical readings demythologize the 
idea that our prison system has merely technical flaws: it 
has failed to stop crime because, as in the New Testament 
perspective he develops, prisons are "identical in spirit to the 
violence and murder that they pretend to combat" (1 06). 
Identical in every respect?-many readers, uncertain what 
is meant here by the elastic term "in spirit," are likely to 
ask. With his knowledge of history Griffith should recog-
nize the danger of letting demonizing discourses loose; 
they too are "contagious." It is hard in practice to limit 
their reference to "the powers," to institutions, systems, or 
ideas, and not demonize the people most directly responsi-
ble for them. Does not Griffith maintain that God alone is 
Judge? Or is his argument just a more drastic way of 
putting the adage, "Hate the sin but love the sinner"? 
Yet it can't be denied that the "war on crime" is by 
definition violent. Even as one involuntarily asks whether 
wardens and ax-murderers could possibly be ethical "cell-
mates," members of the same category, one remembers the 
countless stories prisoners tell of grisly tortures even "incor-
rigibles" who suffer them could not conceive or inflict; of 
in-house penalties fOUtinely disproportionate to infrac-
tions; of men's indefinite confinement in solitary, year after 
year, not to punish statutary crimes or violations of house 
rules but to deter projected future disorders and break 
resistant spirits; of the violation of totally secluded women 
in superfluous daily "cavity searches" for "contraband" that 
couldn't possibly be there; of official mass retributions for 
peaceful inmate protest against beatings of fellow-prison-
ers, or for Afro-centric shows of solidarity through symbols 
and arm-bands; of escalated responses that spawn endless 
cycles of violence within prisons. Meditating on these 
things-too commonplace, built into policy, and routinely 
justified as necesssary "control" to blame solely on the vices 
of individuals-it is hard not to feel that a spirit of evil 
stalks our prisons and is welcomed to make a home there. 
In Old Testament and New, jails are identified with 
the powers of death. Griffith observes that this identifica-
tion may well have come from the use of pits or cisterns, 
which were considered entrances to the underworld; in 
Revelation, prison is the realm of Accuser Satan (cf. 2:10). 
Rather than slighting such associations as vestiges of out-
worn superstitions and mythologies, Griffith finds in them 
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a "biblical realism" that makes Jesus' declaration of free-
dom for the captives inseparable from his victory over 
death. Noting that the word for the wrapping of Jesus' 
body was also used for the fettering of prisoners, Griffith 
the abolitionist does not miss the symbolism of a resurrec-
tion in which Jesus, placed in a jail-like tomb guarded by 
soldiers, a prisoner even in death, breaks his bounds. 
Griffith's reading of the resurrection as "the fall of 
the prison" means something more culturally subversive, if 
not necessarily easier, than literal jailbreaking. Several 
years ago a London production of a medieval mystery play 
dramatized his idea for me in wonderfully political slap-
stick. (If I remember right, this happened during a period 
of heated Parliamentary debate, accompanied by CND 
demonstrations, over whether England should acquire new 
nuclear-defense technology of its own). On stage a pair of 
clumsy guards, grunts of the Roman Empire decked in 
more armour than they could quite walk about in, threw 
themselves into such a frenzy of securing the rocky fortress 
where Christ was to be forever immured, encircling it again 
and yet again in heavy chains, that they entangled them-
selves and ended up hopelessly fettered to the outside of 
their prison. Terrified they would lose their jobs if discov-
ered yet groaning for release from this mess, they could not 
have been more astonished when an explosive inner Force 
blows the whole scenario away-and "everyone's chains" 
fall off. 
In The Fall of the Prison, which can be excused for not 
being a playful book, we do not get to the divine comedy of 
the resurrection except through a historical account of 
Roman crucifixion (no more than we get to Griffith's liber-
ating "biblical realism" chapter without a long one first on 
how the penal system actually works). Christians who have 
just traversed a Lenten season with their Savior should be 
ready to look seriously at what "the cross" actually meant. 
Griffith describes this horrifically degrading form of mortal 
torture for common criminals, including slaves, in graphic 
detail. He also does not fail to point out that public display 
of the crucified was meant as a "deterrent" to potential run-
aways. Carefully rejecting anti:Jewish as well as Atonement 
reasoning for Jesus' historical death, and not needing to 
claim him for the Zealots, Griffith sees Jesus "killed in the 
name of good government" and "good religion." This 
"senseless act of human 'justice"' God did not demand but 
transformed into a significant event that unmasks "the true 
nature of the principalities and powers" and proclaims tri-
umph over them (123-24). Even in his death Jesus is the 
prisoner whose very display on a Roman cross ironically 
exposes the empty authority of the punitive ideal. 
Griffith's biblical chapter also takes up such contested 
issues as the original political implications of Luke-Acts, 
Paul's legal position in jail (and other issues in the com-
plex earthquake story of Acts 16), and the meaning of the 
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apostle's various pronouncements about being "in chains," 
the "prisoner" and "slave" of the Lord. This leads naturally 
into Chapter 4, "Prisons and the Churches," a richly-docu-
mented account of the evolution of Christianity from a per-
secuted sect to a persecuting institution from Constantine's 
era onward. Here Griffith deploys history to demythologize 
a Christendom whose punitive "cells" became public mod-
els, churches prisons, and clergy deeply entwined with the 
state's coercive power, both personally (as "chaplains" and 
"reformers") and as religious theorists for penologies still 
common today. Readers who are concerned, as I am, about 
the increasing use of indefinite solitary confinement as a 
form of "second sentencing" in American prisons will be 
especially interested in Griffith's account here of imposed 
penitential solitude in medieval convents and monasteries 
as punishment for breaking infractions-brief periods of 
immuring in cells (some underground) that could length-
en into life imprisonment, and extended to include others 
besides monks. 
Griffith also means prison chaplains to confront the 
relationship between their darker history and present-day 
arrangements in which many see themselves, and are seen, 
as serving the system. In a discussion of the Quaker 
Elizabeth Fry's work to reform the regimen of nineteenth-
century English prisons, Griffith recalls the chaplain of 
Newgate, Reverend Horace Salisbury Cotton, well-known 
for his version of the standard "condemned sermon": "the 
prisoner who was about to be hanged was seated facing a 
table upon which an open coffin was placed. Half the peo-
ple attending the service were prisoners, and the rest of the 
available space was open to the public," whose enthusiasm 
for the sermon Cotton mistook for the moral benefit of 
attending the execution itself. Prisoners ridiculed him, 
quipping that "the condemned died 'with Cotton in their 
ears'" (171). As Griffith retails many stories about compul-
sory prison chapel attendance ('"just part of one's punish-
ment,"' as one Victorian put it) that sometimes used 
individual pewboxes facing the preacher, I kept thinking 
of a former Alcatraz guard who told me of the days when 
he took communion at the same rail with inmates in the 
island prison's little chapel. At Marion (Illinois) Federal 
Men's Prison, Alcatraz' historical successor, the chapel has 
stood empty since 1983, when everyone incarcerated here 
was permanently locked down in solitary confinement. Is 
this progress? 
In his history of popes' and bishops' dungeons and 
prisons, the Inquisition, Calvin's views of punishment as 
God's wrath visited upon the criminal, persecutions by the 
"reformed" church and the practice of galley-enslavement, 
Jeremy Bentham's "Panopticon," nineteenth-century evan-
gelical efforts to substitute prayer and prisoner-reformation 
for the lash and the gallows, and the ironic involvement of 
the venerated cape of Martin of Tours (a fourth-century 
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soldier who left the army to found a monastery and serve 
the poor) in the institutionalization of the military chap-
laincy: in all this and more history, there are little points of 
light. There are the Anabaptist revivals of early Christian 
refusals to serve the state, the practice of ransoming cap-
tives by medieval Jewish communities and Trinitarian 
monks (who later worked for the release of enslaved black 
people), the growth of Quaker service on behalf of prison-
ers out of the sufferings of jailed seventeenth-century 
Friends, the American slavery abolitionists who also argued 
for prison abolition. But on the whole, Christendom's his-
tory in these matters is a dark passage, and that impression 
is all the more sobering for the rhetorical restraint, not 
always observed elsewhere, of Griffith's "historian's voice" 
in Chapter 4. 
IV 
The emphasis in his treatment of Christian disciple-
ship, the subject of the rest of this book, derives from Jesus 
saying that we have a responsibility to "visit" prisoners 
(Matt. 25:31-46)-a word that in Greek includes the notion 
of personal visitation but most frequently refers in the New 
Testament to God's redeeming acitivity (cf. Lk. 1:68). In its 
context of Jesus' preaching about God's coming judgment 
of the nations, this saying in Matthew 25 suggests to Griffith 
"the idea of a nation 'visiting' its prisoners," including the 
"sense of redeeming and freeing" (118). What then does it 
mean to follow this Son of God? While Griffith refuses to 
detail any particular program, he insists that it is Jesus' 
identity and teaching as represented in the gospels that 
give discipleship its content. To follow Christ crucified 
means not only to forgive persecutors as he forgave his, but 
to "take up your cross" and to "be with" the least of them, 
knowing that "anytime and every time we inflict injury 
rather than suffering it, it is Jesus whom we crucify anew." 
To follow the recurrected Christ means the end of our 
reliance on "the power of death" ( 178), regardless of rea-
son or merit in those who have done wrong. If God's king-
dom is here and how, we are freed to celebrate this victory 
of love in Christ as a servant community that reflects "the 
upside down reality of the Sermon on the Mount" (180), 
prays for captives and witnesses against "the spiritual crisis 
of the state" that demands ever more jails (188). But the 
presence of the kingdom also judges our sinfulness and 
our "shared criminality" as twentieth-century Americans. 
The call to follow Jesus demands "prayerful repentance 
and metanoia," both individually and as the "confession of 
corporate responsibility." Only then might we find the lov-
ing humility that urges us to put ourselves at the service of 
prisoners rather thanjudging them (180-181). 
For all its use of contemporary knowledges and "the 
newspapers," at heart The Fall of the Prison is a prophetic wit-
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nesss to Griffith's experience, faithfully interpreted, that 
'Jesus has deprived the prison of its power" (xv). A former 
college instructor and campus minister now on the staff of 
the Chemung County (NY) Council of Churches, he has 
had many opportunities to practice what he calls "nonvio-
lent creativity" from his perspective of "biblical realism." 
He has belonged to several communities offering hospitali-
ty to former prisoners, aiding people awaiting trial, and 
seeking "to practice nonviolent alternatives to reliance on 
the judicial system"-groups including the Jonah and 
Advaita houses in Baltimore (where, with Phil Berrigan and 
Liz McAlister, Griffith was the victim of armed intruders), 
and Apodidomi in Elmira. The author has also been jailed 
as a peace activist-one whose years of reflection on 
Romans 13, the "two kingdoms," and the theology of civil 
disobedience is most prominent in Chapter 1, where he 
also deals more generally with the Christian thought-tradi-
tions that have limited or domesticated "the temporal rele-
vance of the gospel." 
Perhaps the most gripping section of Griffith's book 
comes at the end, where he tells several awesome stories of 
spiritually astute men and women who prevented crime by 
dealing with potentially violent attackers non-violently. He 
urges us to consider the suffering ahead for the convicted 
when we so routinely "call the police." From the encounter 
he relates with a terrorizing gunman, this advocate of ex-
convicts learned more deeply the pain of the victim. But no 
less telling is his briefer account of the personal action that 
informs many of his reflections: doing his own time in a 
large eastern city jail. Although he insists his relatively short 
sentence, white skin privilege, and connections on the out-
side made his experience of this "real hellhole" less than 
typical, it contains in a nutshell the familiar story of inimi-
dation, humilitating treatment of the human body, unnec-
essary "security" precautions and displays of weaponry, 
disregard for prisoners' safety, the cynical use of "trusties" 
to do guards' dirty work, routine corporal punishment and 
other official violations of the law. 
After being sentenced in the morning, for the rest of 
the day Griffith was crammed into a courthouse holding 
cell designed for 50 but eventually caging 100 people, who 
were fed only one bologna sandwich in the evening. Then 
with a group of men bound together and to themselves 
"with a Houdiniesque array of chains and cuffs and shack-
les" (arrangements that make walking on stairs hazardous), 
he was escorted to a "security" bus-with metal plates for 
windows and a locked cage in the middle, where the 
chained-up men rode in triple incarceration while the driv-
er "went careening down city streets" to the city jail. There 
the men were strip-searched, then "processed" in the 
nude-making more convenient the next stages, the de-
lousing shower and the regulation X-ray. (Griffith refused 
irradiation from this rickety machine, on penalty of a 24-
18 
hour lockdown that, he later learned, violated a court 
order). He and his cellmate were allowed out of their 6'x9' 
metal cage once a week for a mere 15 minutes' indoor 
walk-and-shower-another flagrant violation of their legal 
rights. Lower cells in this aging facility flooded, rats 
roamed, a crazy inmate screaming in the night was quieted 
with mysterious thuds that would never be reported 
because no one "witnessed" them. A high-pressure hose 
stood handy for similar use by a trusty who explained it was 
simpler just to stand outside the cell and blast away. 
Suffering from these conditions, and not only serving a 
sentence, was the intended substance of "doing" time for 
Griffith-whose quotation marks also suggest this prisoner 
had nothing else to "do" there. At least we know he wasn't 
reading Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics-evidently a favorite 
theologian of Griffith's-since the volumes in his posses-
sion at the sentencing were immediately confiscated, pre-
sumably as potential weapons! 
This little detail is worthy of Margaret Atwood. In her 
dystopian novel The Handmaid's Tale, America renamed the 
Republic of Gilead has been taken over by militant biblical 
fundamentalists who read literally (and highly selectively) 
for themselves, but must lock the Book up at night lest the 
servants and captive "handmaid" read what it really says. By 
sleight of punning words, Atwood suggests that the Bible is 
in fact a "bomb" in this Gilead, a subversive Word that, if 
unleashed, could blow this evilly-constituted state and its 
Scriptures of unjustice and unlove sky-high. Atwood is can-
nier about demonizing discourses than Lee Griffith seems 
to be, and his Bible has more balm in it: but there is no 
doubt that he too reads the gospel as an incendiary mes-
sage, as powerful to explode our imprisoned thinking as 
the Force that issued forth from the Tomb on my London 
stage and turned an average day's work on "guard duty" 
into an occasion for freeing resurrection laughter. The 
scandal of Griffith's book, the wonderful irony it detonates, 
is that the worst possible news for the neverjailed to hear is 
nothing but the gospel of God's love unleashed-freely 
given, poured out for and through us, incalculable in 
effects-love that "in action," as Father Zossima puts it, can 
be "a harsh and dreadful thing compared to love in 
dreams" (xiii). As Griffith proclaims this good bad news: 
"You have kinship with the prisoners. In origins your 
faith is a prison faith. Your roots are not to be found 
among the powerful and the wealthy and the religious. 
Your roots are not in palaces and holy places. Your roots 
are in cisterns and dungeons and prison ships and jailhous-
es. Your mothers and fathers were shackled there. And 
your sisters and brothers still are" ( 118). 0 
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When the Children Have Gone 
What waked me was an owl, or snakes mating, 
a board warping a barn nail loose. 
Moonlight slides off the leaves like snow. 
At dawn, I'll count the trees, green thatched pagodas. 
I'll hear the roar of propellers, someone climbing 
faster than sunrise. In this dry house, 
dust sticks to the wood like graphite. When we touch, 
static crackles. Last week at Lake Buchanan, 
rain beat a soothing tattoo. Nights were saunas 
with the sound down. Bass leaped to our bait, 
always the chant of rain. Now, others sleep 
in rented beds that were ours. 
The song of dust awakes us, sneezing east, east. 
Wind blows across dry plains like teletyped bad news. 
We rise and crack eggs in skillets rusting 
in spite of dust storms nothing stops, not windows 
or wet towels plastered to the cracks of doors. 
The dust we breathe wheels through the light, 
billions of mobiles. When I was a child, 
my mother held me on her lap, the sandstorm sky 
so dark by noon she groped to find my face. 
Now, like a heavy bear, I watch the dawn 
split the leaves of purple-leaf plums in bloom. 
I hear them rasp and drag the roof, 
and know that wasn't it. All night 
I dreamed of this quick sit-up in bed, 
turn, and the feet touch. 
The grass is pale with frost, no wind, 





"What was your name in the 
States?" went the sardonic little dog-
gerel sung on the nineteenth-century 
American frontier, "Was it Smith or 
Jones or Bates? /Did you murder your 
wife and run for your life? /What was 
your name in the States?" The song 
addressed a common phenomenon in 
the unincorporated territories on the 
frontier, the fact that many of the peo-
ple there were fleeing something or 
somebody. Like Huck Finn, for some 
unbearable reason, they had lit out for 
the territories. When Frederick 
Jackson Turner formulated his famous 
"frontier thesis," he may well have 
known that the frontier functioned as 
a "safety-valve." It let people literally 
get away with, and get away from, mur-
der. Or whatever-larceny, embezzle-
ment, treason, bigamy, bankruptcy, 
indeed the whole dreary litany of 
human messes. 
Jim Combs, an exile from VU's Eden, lives 
in Virginia, where he is working on a book 
called The Comedy of Democracy, to be 
published by Praeger. 
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The word "fugitive" comes from 
the Latin Jugitius, to flee. Perhaps we 
have underestimated the importance 
of the fleeing person-the fugitive-in 
American life. Many people came to 
America as fugitives, fleeing some kind 
of unbearable state, including crime. 
Many more became fugitives here, 
constantly fleeing something or some-
one they wished to escape. African-
American slaves fled the torments of 
slavery, prompting one of the most 
shameful pieces of legislation ever to 
pass Congress, the Fugitive Slave Act. 
On the frontier, a cottage industry of 
bounty hunters supported themselves 
by hunting for fugitives. Maybe it 
helps to explain American life by sug-
gesting three types of Americans: 
those on the take (on the inside and 
on the payroll); those on the make 
(on the outside looking in and want-
ing a piece of the action); and those 
on the run. In American history, there 
always seem to be a lot of people "on 
the lam," all of them with a previous 
life worth running away from. Many of 
us seem more certain that there is 
something to get away from than 
something to get to. Those on the run 
are actively running from something; 
what are they running towards? 
Americans are attracted to the 
metaphor of "society as a prison," 
sometimes even horrified by the condi-
tion of being imprisoned in relation-
ship. The expectations of career, 
marriage, parenting, the routines of 
the normal life, come to be seen by 
restless folks as imprisoning, a life sen-
tence. Rather than passive resignation 
to the fate of no exit, they find an exit 
and take it. A lot of folks abandon a 
previous life as if they were escaping 
from jail; to be on the run is prefer-
able to facing the mundane horrors of 
indentured normalcy. We are remind-
ed of the absent father in Tennessee 
Williams' The Glass Menagerie, the tele-
phone man who fell in love with long 
distances, and mailed wife and kids a 
postcard from the West Coast: "Hello 
and Goodbye." Irresponsible, yes, 
deserving of the opprobrium of soci-
ety; he was also free of what he 
thought was a fate worse than death, 
the prison of drabness. Perhaps we 
even admire (furtively) his courageous 
cowardice in running away, and silent-
ly wish we too could someday just 
"break out" and disappear, no matter 
where to. 
The fugitive has a secret. He or 
she is a "person with a past," some-
thing hidden from view in the present. 
We are often surprised, and fascinated, 
by the revelation that someone quite 
respectable "has a past" or has a secret 
furtive life lived surreptitiously in the 
present. A neighbor turns out to be a 
Mafia informer given a new life by the 
FBI's Witness Protection Program. A 
respectable woman, pillar of church 
and community, turns out to have 
been a prostitute in her youth. The 
charming owner of a trendy restaurant 
turns out to be-or have been?-a 
1960's radical who robbed banks for 
the political underground, and was 
complicit in a policeman's murder 
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during one such robbery. A Methodist 
bishop is revealed to have had a secret 
life as a homosexual frequenting gay 
bars in a city. All these people live 
with a big secret. As the sociologist 
George Simmellong ago pointed out, 
the secret is one of humankind's great-
est achievements, "the hiding of reali-
ties by negative or positive means." 
The fugitive, a social actor, hides 
a past or present reality with histrionic 
skill. He is, after all, an escapee, a sur-
vivor who is here now because he has 
learned how to hide his past, and hide 
from their past. The man on the fron-
tier who murdered his wife and ran for 
his life started a new life, and some-
times a new wife, with that dark secret 
hidden from social view. We are recur-
rently astonished to read in the news-
paper about someone who is revealed 
to have been a murderer or bigamist 
or embezzler in a past life, but who 
lived "normally" in a new life, regarded 
by friends and neighbors as a solid citi-
zen. We all live with secrets, but the 
fugitive lives with an awful secret, 
something that he or she ran away 
from. The fugitive is always an out-
sider, distant from the rest of us 
because he lives with his secret and 
must work at not being found out. He 
fears he will be found out, that his past 
will catch up him, that he did not truly 
escape, that he is still a prisoner of his 
past. Sometimes fugitives reveal a 
former identity out of conscience, 
knowledge of the prospect of immi-
nent exposure, or just because they 
are tired of running. The Sixties radi-
cal we mentioned above turned herself 
in, even though it meant a long jail 
sentence and abandoning the nice 
new life she had made for herself; at 
least she is no longer on the run. 
The theme of the fugitive is great 
material for popular culture. One of 
the reasons for the enduring populari-
ty of film director Alfred Hitchcock is 
his depiction of fugitives, the "wrong 
man" who is unjustly accused and must 
run for his life. Hitchcock's wrong 
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man (e.g., Robert Donat in The Thirty-
nine Steps, Cary Grant in North by 
Northwest) is a reluctant fugitive who 
eventually restores himself to rightness 
and respectability, but while on the 
run we can identify with him: we all 
fear being forced to become a fugitive 
from the law, and living the elusive life 
of being on the run. Too, Hitchcock 
gave us depictions of charming and 
murderous villains who are fugitives, 
making us guiltily complicit in their 
awful secret (e.g., Joseph Cotten in 
Shadow of a Doubt, Robert Walker in 
Strangers on a Train, the "necktie killer" 
in Frenzy). Hitchcock's villains lure us 
with their exercise of the freedom and 
secrecy of the fugitive life, of how you-
can get away with murder (at least for 
awhile) if you are willing to live on the 
outside and with your fiendish self. 
The many versions of the Bonnie 
and Clyde story, and related stories of 
criminals or rebels on the road and 
constantly forced to scram, give us a 
glimpse of the fugitive kind. Such 
films remind us that fugitives can be 
attractive or repulsive, and have social 
uses with which we may play in differ-
ent times: in the 1930's, Bonnie and 
Clyde become the couple destroyed by 
the injustices of society in You Only 
Live Once; in the 1940's, they become a 
couple caught in a noir nightmare in 
They Live lly Night; in the 1960's, they 
become the anarchic youths of 
doomed social rebellion in Bonnie and 
Clyde. In all cases, the fugitives live life 
out of a suitcase, out back windows, 
driving by night, assuming new identi-
ties , becoming more and more 
immersed in the logic of running 
away, escaping the authorities, and 
holding out the always hopeless hope 
of someday stopping running and "set-
tling down." But the criminal fugitive 
cannot stop his flight, and cannot find 
any safe haven wherein to rest; he and 
she can only survive by eluding, and 
after awhile it is the only way they can 
live . The fugitive, always in transit, 
knows where the fire exits are. 
After Les Miserables, perhaps the 
most sympathetic treatment of the 
wronged fugitive, and one of televi-
sion's best creations, was the long-run-
ning 1960's series, The Fugitive (recently 
made into a hit movie). Dr. Richard 
Kimball is convicted of murdering his 
wife; on the way to prison and execu-
tion, he is freed in a wreck; now he 
searches for the one-armed man he 
saw leaving his house the night his wife 
was murdered. The great gimmick of 
the show was that Kimball was recur-
rently forced to use his medical skills, 
exposing his identity; but since he was 
committed to the Hippocratic Oath, 
he felt compelled to do so, and thus 
had to flee to elude the ever-pursuing 
Lt. Girard. Doing good meant that he 
could be exposed and caught; the 
fugitive has to make such existential 
choices. (I always thought that David 
Janssen, the TV fugitive, played the 
role nicely, giving Kimball a quiet dig-
nity and secretive reticence, unlike the 
movie's Harrison Ford, who emotes a 
kind of pouty indignation over being 
in this mess.) The innocent fugitive 
lets us identify with an individual 
wronged by The System, and play with 
the fear that such a nightmarish 
state-running away from something 
you didn't do-could be visited on us. 
In real life, many fugitives are not 
such nice people inconveniently 
wronged. The fugitive can, for exam-
ple, be a serial killer, a Ted Bundy or 
the wretched soul who killed Polly 
Klaas. However deranged or dement-
ed, the fugitive may exist on the mar-
gins or under the rocks of society, 
living in transient hotels, making do 
through petty crime, constantly run-
ning away from creditors or wives 
wanting child support, but going 
nowhere, except to the inevitable bad 
end. 
Less obvious are the fugitives 
who have successfully covered up their 
past. A South American doctor noted 
for his kindnesses turns out to be the 
notorious Nazi doctor Josef Mengele. 
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The retired gentleman you see playing 
checkers in the park may have been a 
bank teller who absconded with the 
payroll. The avuncular man who mar-
ried the rich widow might be living on 
the inherited wealth from a whole 
string of poisoned brides. The chair-
man of a university's department of 
political science might have bogus 
degrees , and a previous life as an 
unsuccessful salesman. 
And then there is the strange case 
of Paul de Man. De Man emerged as 
an important intellectual in America 
and abroad during his career (gradu-
ate school at Harvard, English depart-
ment at Yale) as the founder of 
"deconstruction," a difficult and tor-
turous method of inquiry that uniniti-
ates find impenetrable (and lay people 
see as ample proof that academicians 
are blithering idiots). De Man died in 
1983 lionized by his admirers as one of 
the seminal minds of our time. But 
then the other shoe dropped: de Man 
was revealed to have been a bigamist, 
abandoning his European wife and 
children without a divorce and starting 
a new family here. Further, he had 
been a shady, and perhaps larcenous, 
businessman in Belgium, bilking his 
own relatives. And finally, during 
World War II, he had been a Nazi col-
laborator, writing articles for a Belgian 
newspaper during the occupation that 
advocated expunging Jewish influence 
from Europe, resettling Jews in Africa, 
and expressing much pandering 
enthusiasm for the New Order. 
All of this was unknown until 
years after de Man's death; he had 
been a successful fugitive, burying the 
past and starting life anew here. As 
David Lehman recounts in his book 
Signs of the Times, de Man's admirers 
had to do some heavy intellectual lift-
ing to justify their hero now. De Man's 
life, Lehman notes with a twinkle, had 
begun to resemble "a false-bottomed 
narrative" whose own accounts of his 
life reveal an "unreliable narrator." 
The deconstructionist as fugitive-
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abandoning history, logic, the integrity 
of language, even moral choice itself. 
His apologists tried to restore de Man 
to academic grace, but the damage was 
done. This fugitive was not innocent; 
in his own small way, he was complicit 
in the crime of the century, and no 
amount of explaining away could 
excuse that, or the fugitive silence that 
kept it a very expedient secret for a 
successful academician. "In the 
Holocaust , " Lehman remarks, 
" .. . human beings perished by the mil-
lions; it was not, for them, a linguistic 
predicament." 
Fugitives are quite often running 
away from crimes, and invent elabo-
rate presents as "covers" for their sor-
did past. An academician can impress 
his colleagues through elaborate doc-
trinal innovations, focusing attention 
on his current genuis, not his past 
activities. The fugitive may have to 
work an elaborate con game in order 
to survive, to allay suspicions about his 
past. If he is suitably impressive in his 
intellectual engagement, then the past 
recedes; he must be all right if he is so 
smart and charming. We may be 
excused for thinking de Man to have 
been a confidence man, and his intel-
lectual brainchild deconstructionism 
to have originated as a con game. 
We may expect that the fugitive has 
a future. The world is now an extraor-
dinarily mobile place, with cosmopoli-
tan centers within reach of people who 
have reason to run away. There are 
still places to hide, no questions 
asked-working on oil rigs in the jun-
gle, transport ships at sea, building the 
skyscrapers in the new cities of Asia, 
joining the French Foreign Legion . 
But the modal fugitive of the future 
will be less a creature of the road and 
more an actor in the vast organization-
al systems the world of the twenty-first 
century is constructing. The interna-
tional corporation can be a place to 
hide. Armed with bogus credentials, 
the professional fugitive can find a 
new life with IBM in Thailand or Shell 
Oil in Venezuela. The temptation to 
take the money and run now extends 
to bank computer programmers, 
mutual fund managers, corporate 
lawyers, and similar professional roles 
with access to large organizational 
funds. We may also expect for there to 
be more women fugitives. In the past, 
the fugitive life has been associated 
with men-husbands running out on 
their wives, for instance. But now the 
new status of women will give them 
expanded opportunities to become 
fugitives, to yield to the urge to leave 
an old situation behind and start 
afresh somewhere else as somebody 
else . Expanded social mobility for 
women will make for more female 
fugitives. 
It is impossible to know how many 
people in a given society with a high 
level of mobility and freedom of action 
are on the run. Since many fugitives 
exist in a new life by not owning up to 
their past, statistics on such a subject 
would be unreliable. Yet we know 
there are millions of missing persons 
each year, untold numbers of young 
people who have run away from some-
thing, people who are discovered to 
have started a new life but are in reali-
ty "someone else," crimes of passion or 
profit that are never solved. Where do 
all these people go, and what do they 
do? 
Look around you- the person 
in the next office, the friend you lunch 
with, a favorite student, the woman 
who fixes your car and the man who 
does your hair, the person you sleep 
with-may not be who they say they 
are. The fugitive may be a stranger, 
but she or he may also be familiar. 
The fugitive lives quietly with a secret, 
and it may well be the case that you 
really don't want to know what that 
secret is. 0 
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The Better Gender 
Charles Vandersee 
Dear Editor: 
I now have new information 
about which of the two human gen-
ders is the better gender, and you're 
not going to like what I found out. 
As of a few weeks ago I had no 
clue that there was a hierarchy. 
What-one gender better? As if you 
could exalt sun over rain, seedtime 
over harvest. The "better" gender 
would likely be the one more responsi-
ble for the survival of the species, but 
survival depends equally on the eggs 
you women lay and the good juice we 
men provide. So well known, so banal. 
Yet that isn't it. It doesn't even 
come close; imagine my surprise at 
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finding banality thoroughly under-
mined. It was a letter from Knoxville 
that clued me in on how to think 
about which gender is better. 
Knoxville is in Tennessee, and I 
don't know anybody in Knoxville. 
How and why this letter got here, with 
its revelation about human hierarchy, I 
should lay out in a long New Yorker sort 
of narrative, carefully built, fact after 
leisurely and unexpected fact, while 
your pulse slows to the near-hiberna-
tive pace that every week is restorative 
to New Yorker readers, making them 
better people than, say, the type A 
readers who hypertensively whack 
their way through a brisk Reader's Digest 
Condensed Book. 
But sorry, this is the short ver-
sion. Like you, like all postmodern 
human beings, I had long scoffed at 
the idea of a "better gender," while 
knowing the traditional male claims. 
Men in advanced Western societies 
have for centuries exploited and sub-
ordinated women, and have assumed 
themselves superior-wars, contact 
sports, and ma_rketplace rivalry being 
the measures. The better gender was 
the one that was better at the things 
the domineering gender felt like 
doing. 
Also the religious sanction-men 
in Christendom universalized Paul's 
local practices in silencing women and 
limiting their sphere, not on the 
ground of inherent gender inadequacy 
but, apparently, on the ground of eth-
nic social convention and arbitrary 
analogies Uesus's disciples were all 
men, ergo, etc. , etc.). 
But sociomyopia and sophistry 
seem errant. If we specify a "better" 
gender, what's a better way of going 
about it? Well, as hinted above, aren't 
we seeking the gender on which civi-
lization must depend more for its sur-
vival (leaving biology aside)? That is, 
you want to take a large view of the 
matter, without taking too large a view. 
A God's-eye view is an example of too 
large a view; it would give women too 
easy and unproblematical a victory, 
since women's nurturing and peace-
keeping and selflessness, unlike men's 
brawls and competitive commerce, will 
survive after we reach the Kingdom of 
God. 
So far we're stumbling around in 
science and philosophy, maybe theolo-
gy and sociology, fields all outside my 
expertise. This unagile desultoriness, 
please excuse. I have the goal clearly 
in mind-the way we discover the bet-
ter gender, and which one it is. But to 
state it immediately would be like 
instant salvation by profession of faith, 
and such simple professions have 
never made sense to people. By con-
trast, paradise attained by a methodi-
cal process of decent spiritual pilgrim-
age is a plot we can all digest. The vir-
tuous plot here today begins with 
money-the small and near-useless 
amount of money which in African 
American streets can be called "chump 
change." 
I saw that expression, "chump 
change," in the academic journal 
American Speech a couple of years ago, 
in the section titled "Among the New 
Words," while browsing in the universi-
ty library here in Dogwood. I was earn-
ing my living doing this browsing; state 
legislators and brassy pundits, count-
ing only "contact hours" in the class-
room, have told the public that we get 
paid for working only a few hours a 
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week, when in fact we also do a lot of 
reading, and just about all the reading 
we do works its way eventually into our 
teaching, because it works its way into 
our understanding. This is what 
makes university professors better peo-
ple than some other kinds of state 
employees-we're forever revamping 
the syllabus, and our minds them-
selves, on the basis of what we read yes-
terday, instead of seeing the old books 
in the same old ways. 
So while working, perspiring over 
the "New Words" pages, I realized that 
this expression, "chump change," I'd 
seen before: in a novel I admire and 
once wrote you about, Continental Drift, 
by Russell Banks. Curiosity arose, and 
I went off the state payroll, to look for 
"chump change" in dictionaries and 
books of usage. Going off the state 
payroll means that instead of abandon-
ing my curiosity I turned it into an avo-
cation. This digging was going to be 
fun, but it probably wouldn't enhance 
my understanding all that much, and 
not that of students, or scholars inter-
nationally. 
In the dictionaries were good 
things but not a lot. Expanding the 
quest, still on avocational rather than 
state time, I wrote to some writers who 
had used the term, including novelist 
Banks, the playwright David Mamet, 
and a leisurely New Yorker writer. 
These three had turned up through 
serendipity rather than in the dictio-
naries (always a particular pleasure in 
scholarly activity). I also asked some 
African American scholars of my 
acquaintance and took faithful notes. 
Serendipity produced more 
"chump change" in poems, newspa-
pers, and on TV. Useful people 
appeared as if by divine intervention. 
One August day, stopping in Boulder, 
Colorado, to visit friends, I learned 
that Houston Baker was in town. So I 
walked onto campus after dinner, 
heard a lecture by this former col-
league at the university in Dogwood, 
and then asked him about "chump 
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change." A prolific scholar on Mrican 
American literature (and president 
that year of the Modern Language 
Association), Baker vividly and humor-
ously recalled the term from his 
Louisville boyhood, and specified who 
used it and when. 
Most of these people were infor-
mative and fascinated, and now I was 
on the borderline between work and 
play. My questions, that is, did some of 
these writers and scholars some good. 
They benefited from reflecting on 
their lives, their experiences with lan-
guage and how language changes, and 
their own communities as writers and 
speakers. 
Still, it felt mostly avocational. 
Instead of snowboarding, watching X-
rated movies, or trying out pasta 
sauces, I was collecting word stuff. I 
began to organize these bits, realizing 
I knew more about "chump change" 
than any one of the books or scholars, 
or all of them together. I wrote it all 
up in an article which you can read 
next summer or fall in American Speech. 
One thing for now: The expression 
"chump change" is hardly ever used by 
women. 
Serendipity also emerged in the 
calls for papers for the 1993 meeting 
of the Modern Language Association. 
One session was titled "What's Not in 
the Dictionary." Sudden realization: 
All this writing and inquiring I'd been 
doing-on my own time-was what 
lexicographers weren't used to doing. 
Dictionary-makers function as readers, 
not as inquirers. They collect what 
they read, but they don't write to writ-
ers to find out why writers put certain 
things down for readers to read. Long 
before Roland Barthes was born, they 
figured all living authors were dead. 
The chair of the "What's Not" 
session, a man, thought I was on to 
something, so I wrote a paper, saying 
that dictionary-makers and their infor-
mants (like William Safire's 
"Lexicographic Irregulars") ought not 
merely collect and report sightings, 
but ought to be active interrogators, 
writing to writers to find out where 
writers get the words they write with. 
I delivered the paper, and at the 
session were a bunch of men, also one 
woman, who teaches composition and 
literature at an Illinois prison. She 
faxed me, later, valuable examples of 
"chump change" from Chicagoans 
behind bars, but that's another story. 
In the present curt story we reach the 
critical moment just about now, if not 
quite. The site of the MLA paper was 
Toronto, surprisingly close to 
Knoxville. 
In the front row of the MLA ses-
sion was a dictionary subeditor. None 
of us in our papers had undermined 
canons of lexicography, only nit-
picked; this editor felt undeconstruct-
ed and therefore well-disposed. He 
was sure, he said, that "chump change" 
was in the new Random House 
Historical Dictionary of American Slang, 
due out in spring 1994; had I contact-
ed the editor? He supplied the name. 
This prompted piquant distress. 
No scholarly activity is quite as dumb 
as speaking in public on a field outside 
one's expertise. I am no lexicogra-
pher. In my avocational mode I had 
written the editors of the Dictionary of 
American Regional English, to collect 
"chump change" from their office 
files, but I'd never heard of this other 
dictionary, not being "up on the schol-
arship" or "in the loop" ofwordpeople 
at work. Happily, lexicographers seem 
to be better people than some other 
types of scholars; instead of upbraiding 
me publicly, this member of the audi-
ence waited till people began to dis-
perse, and stepped forth only with 
mild query rather than professional 
horror. Like genuine scholars general-
ly, he was curious rather than censori-
ous. Did the Random House dictio-
nary editor perhaps know some things 
I didn't know, and vice versa? 
Dictionary people really are bet-
ter than some other kinds of people. 
We're closing in on Knoxville. There, 
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at the University of Tennessee, is Mr. 
Jonathan Lighter, editing the new 
three-volume slang dictionary, of 
which A-G will appear this spring. I 
wrote him at once, to see what he 
had-assuming the worst, the need to 
recast or withdraw the whole report 
written for American Speech. Surely his 
files were bulging with the same info 
that I'd laboriously amassed, and 
much besides. 
But what about gender? How is 
this laconic tale leading to a positivistic 
proposition on human gender hierar-
chy? First, a confession: I went back 
on the state payroll with "chump 
change"-an expression, by the way, 
that ever more accurately describes the 
salaries of state-employed humanists. 
My stay in Toronto was at university 
expense, and so was the postage of the 
letter to Knoxville, with a copy of the 
MLA paper and a plea for all of editor 
Lighter's "chump change." 
His reply was quite useful, but 
while he had some new citations, he 
didn't have new categories of enlight-
enment. In fact, he wrote back asking 
to insert at the last minute, in his entry 
on "chump change," the bit of my 
paper that cited Houston Baker. 
Now, in that paper I had stressed 
the point already mentioned to you (a 
seed planted for harvesting at this very 
instant): "Chump change" turns out 
to be an expression used almost exclu-
sively by men, by the male gender. 
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''I'm not surprised," responded Mr. 
Lighter, in his letter from Knoxville. 
"This seems to be true of most slang 
expressions (as opposed to simple col-
loquialisms); my introduction to HDAS 
in part elaborates this point." 
I was entirely shocked and 
amazed. Who knew? What gives? You 
venture beyond the borders of your 
own field of expertise and there, in 
terra incognita, you experience burn-
ing bushes. Language people, know-
ing a major truth about gender, are 
evidently better people than us literary 
types. 
Does ·freshness in language 
(slang, that is) come partly from what 
people see and hear in daily life? And 
do men in daily war and commercial 
combat and on big uneven playing 
fields see more images and hear more 
noises? Were women of the needle-
work and ironing-board generations 
deprived of sense stimuli? 
Or the reverse: Are men sticks-
in-the-mud, hibernating behind duck 
blinds, doing wonders with stagnation 
and fixation? The obvious repetition 
of the "ch" in "chump change"-do 
men accidentally advance the lan-
guage because it's inherent in the gen-
der to stand still and sort of stutter? 
Minimalist origins for rich locutions? I 
await Mr. Lighter's introduction, situ-
ated in a book priced at $50, not 
chump change. 
But look what we have here 
about gender, and follow closely: 
Everybody agrees that what makes the 
human animal human is language. 
Everybody agrees that language has to 
be constantly renewed, invigorated. 
Everybody agrees that except for occa-
sional borrowings (macho, maitre d ', 
mensch), and except for new coinages 
required by new phenomena (super-
charger, superego, Super Bowl), the 
way that language is perpetually renewed is 
through the color and energy of slang. 
Since men are the slang-creating, 
slang-disseminating gender, this makes 
men-the male gender, the linguisti-
cally fecund and procreative gender-
finally the gender more crucially 
responsible for maintaining and 
advancing humanity. In the right-size 
view of things, neither the biological 
view nor the God's-eye view, men are 
the better of the two genders, hierar-
chically numero uno. 
It's one of the few things we can 
be certain of, and the question, as of 
the other things we're certain of, is 
what its meanings are for our lives. 
Why, for example, when men are 
champs, do they often behave like 
chumps? Right now I'm putting that 
one on the back burner, as male chefs 
importantly used to say. I've been 
intrepid enough for a while. 
From Dogwood, yours faithfully, 
c.v. 
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The Value of Music 
Ministry, or On Being 
a McCantor 
Maureen Jais-Mick 
What is a Minister of Music, any-
way? A pacifist colleague once told me 
that the title became popular at the 
beginning of the Vietnam War when 
"minister" in a job title was spelled d-e-
f-e-r-m-e-n-t. In my professional con-
cerns work for the American Guild of 
Organists, I've bargained with more 
than one parish whose musician was 
expected to be a minister, title and 
duty-wise, but not in terms of salary, 
benefits or respect. Indeed, congrega-
tions commonly defend the low 
salaries of their lay employees by point-
ing out that they couldn't stay in busi-
ness, couldn't "do ministry," if forced 
to pay a living wage. (These must be 
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the same people who encourage cities 
to offer tax incentives to fast food 
chains and other low wage employers 
as a way of combatting unemployment. 
The chains pay minimum wage, enjoy 
reduced taxes at our expense and their 
workers qualify for welfare.) Nope, we 
certainly couldn't get by with fewer 
McParishes. 
Lutheran musicians believe that 
what we do is ministry, but often pre-
fer the title "cantor," thereby showing 
respect to Johann Sebastian Bach, who 
was Cantor at St. Thomas in Leipzig. 
I'm not positive what cantor precisely 
means, but I do know that besides 
directing music at St. Thomas, Bach 
taught in the school, supervised the 
music of other churches in the city, 
composed and performed a weekly 
cantata, was driven crazy by his senior 
pastor and spent the last years of his 
life frantically applying for non-church 
music employment. Truly, Bach is a 
great model for church musicians. His 
widow, on the verge of poverty, saw 
her mite further reduced by Johann's 
former employers, who said the money 
was owed to them from years earlier 
when Bach began work. So, in our 
day, musicians and music lovers make 
pilgrimages to Leipzig, thereby enrich-
ing the very institutions that made 
Bach the first McCantor. Go figure. 
When church musicians gather, 
we often discuss the importance of 
music in worship and the value of our 
craft in the life of the parish. Then we 
order another round of drinks and 
move on to how we're doing authentic 
ministry and should be respected and 
compensated as such. What I consider 
the BIG questions involving ministry-
who has it, how do I get it, what's it 
worth and does the Holy Spirit take 
bribes-have been increasingly on my 
mind since the ELCA began its six-year 
study. Raised Roman Catholic, I have 
always accepted that ordination is 
about power. Plus, I live in 
Washington, D.C., where nobody relin-
quishes clout until it's wrenched from 
their lifeless fingers. The ELCA's final 
report on ministry was publicly test 
driven prior to the 1988 merger when 
it was decided that certified lay profes-
sionals-Associates In Ministry 
(AIMs)-would equal 1/10 of a dele-
gate at synod assemblies. That is, you 
would need ten AIMs to cast one vote. 
This struck me as such a breathtaking 
insult to dedicated lay ministry that I 
gleefully sat back and awaited the 
AIMs' reaction. Would they burn 
Lutheran Books of Worship (10 at a 
time) at synod headquarters? 
Vandalize church vans and abandon 
youth groups at rural retreat centers? 
Stage worship slow downs? Alas, there 
was no AIM backlash. I knew then 
what the future of ministry in the 
ELCA would be. 
So, it's decided. Somebody else 
has the real ministry-the ordained 
one. I can live with that. No hard feel-
ings. Let's move on to more pressing 
matters-How is the money divvied up 
and who gets the office with the big 
window and the built in bookshelves? 
It's often just assumed that bigger 
salaries go to ordained staff, but in no 
theology of the call or of ordination 
do I find an explicit or implicit finan-
cial contract. The Holy Spirit, whatev-
er you may think of her feathered and 
beaked persona, apparently doesn't do 
deals. You can be a pastor for $1 or $1 
million a year without the quality of 
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the call being in question. Parish com-
pensation can and should recognize 
the levels of responsibility, experience, 
education and the quality of the 
results. My fantasy parish has end-of-
year staff reviews that go something 
like: "Sorry, Pastor Jill, but no raise 
until we get word and sacrament every 
Sunday. Musician Larry, you'll be get-
ting a cost of living adjustment, but 
nothing else until the congregation's 
psalm chanting improves and your 
hymn playing is more creative. 
Sexton Lou, you've earned your 20% 
raise in FW4. The physical plant abso-
lutely sparkles, and your willingness to 
supervise building use after hours was 
much appreciated. In fact, we're giv-
ing you the Senior Pastor's office .... " 
I could tithe at a place like that. 
After the American Catholic bish-
ops released their letter criticizing big 
business and its treatment of employ-
ees, one executive suggested that the 
Romans report on how their own 
employees' pension, health benefits 
and compensation compare to those 
of private enterprise. I guess we're all 
still awaiting the Bishops' reply. 
Please, no more social justice sermons 
at sites where one musician tries to 
serve the diverse needs of 1,500 parish-
ioners while Pastor Neil does youth 
work, Pastor Marie organizes the 
seniors and Pastor Randall works the 
middle. And let's deep six those sub-
urban church signs-"A Family-
Centered Worshipping Community." 
Maternity leave for church employees? 
We're a McChurch. We don't offer 
maternity leave. 
The truth is, one could happily-
perhaps preferably-do church work 
for free. My colleagues in the 
Mormon tradition do so with dedica-
tion and without complaint, because 
there is no competition among them. 
No Mormon church worker is paid. 
All are equal. A church leader (non-
Mormon) once explained to me that 
ideally no lay employee should earn 
less than l/6 of the senior pastor's 
salary. Such generosity overwhelms. 
"Is that a Biblical number?" I asked 
(recalling all those chapters of 
Leviticus I keep meaning to read). 
Paradise 
Well, no, it was a focus group (of pas-
tors) number. Now, I don't dis folks 
for trying to get the best deal for them-
selves; I'm an AF of L-CIO member 
myself. What I object to is blending 
finances with theology, ministry and 
"the call." Necessity is not the mother 
of theology. 
Ministry, lay or ordained, has no 
inherent financial value. This realiza-
tion could be liberating, as we say in 
Bible study groups and self-help gath-
erings. If pastors want to be in fellow-
ship with the less fortunate (which, 
from their preaching, they seem to 
believe they are), I will gladly yield to 
them lay employees' lower salaries, 
lack of benefits and limited influence 
within the church hierarchy. You can 
be assured that such experience will 
enrich their ministry, mature their 
faith and surely fill their days, as they 
will now have to squeeze in a part-time 
job. Persons of the McCloth, set the 
example, be the McServants of the 
McChurch, and your lay staff will fol-
low. Right after we swap offices. 0 
We have just purchased a planet says Adam. Adam says touch me on our new planet. Eve 
says I'm pregnant. Adam says How long will we have to make 
payments Eve asks. Well says Adam 
it's not like we purchased the sun. Eve sighs hard. 
Think of the mileage this thing 
gets thinks Adam flipping his way 
through the owner's manual. The sun is in 
Eve's eyes. She thinks of the future. 
The future is all potential 
she says. Potential is good retorts Adam. 
He folds his brown arms. He sits 
on his blue planet. Potential is 
not good thinks Eve unless it's yours. The future 
she thinks has no sun-filled sky. 
It has something called a moon. 
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look up there that is called the moon. 
I know says Eve I named it should I abort 
the baby? A baby 
says Adam is really quite a large 
responsibility and are you going 
to touch me here on our new 
planet or aren't you? No thinks Eve 
no I'm not. The planet is in the moon's eyes. 
Eve gives birth to Adam's rib. 
Give me that thing he says it's mine. 
BrianJung 
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Reflections of the 
Way WeAre-
Like MTV, But with 
an Edge 
Jennifer Voigt 
I own a poster advertising the 
film The Graduate. It hangs in the base-
ment amusing us with various critical 
responses to the movie. There, over a 
drawing of Mrs. Robinson's leg arch-
ing above the mortar board-clad 
Benjamin Braddock we read, "The 
freshest, funniest, and most touching 
film of the year," followed by, "One of 
the year's 10 best," and "Wilder and 
more rippingly funny than any film 
we've had this year," and finally, "A 
milestone in American film history." 
One would think that a film of such 
quality would at least generate a more 
creative response by people who wrote 
about film for their living, but then, 
the marketing department of the 
Embassy Pictures Corporation cut up 
the reviews and fed them to the public 
in small bite-size doses to sell their 
Jennifer Voigt lives, works and sees 
movies in Denver. Her Cresset columns on 
film alternate with those of Rick Barton. 
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movie. Regardless of whatever else the 
critics might have said about The 
Graduate that year, the poster lives as a 
relic of the late sixties, testifying to the 
notion that the more things change, 
the more things stay the same. 
The newspaper advertisement of 
Reality Bites resembles the artwork that 
hangs on my wall. It promises a "witty 
romantic comedy with wonderfully 
tasty characters" and offers a compari-
son, calling Reality Bites "The Graduate 
for the 90's." 
And it is in many ways. While 
Benjamin drifts endlessly in his par-
ents' swimming pool and is initiated 
into the strange world of middle-class 
adulthood by Mrs. Robinson, Reality 
Bites protagonist Lelaina Pierce com-
mences to face dwindling job opportu-
nities and begin a relationship with a 
television executive and his company. 
But where Benjamin is told that suc-
cess in the future can be summed up 
in the word "plastics," Lelaina Pierce 
elicits the advice "Buy a Ford," from 
her stepfather. Though by the ends of 
their respective films Benjamin's 
future is no less tidy than Lelaina's it 
has the hope of being malleable, like 
plastic. A Ford promises Lelaina the 
lack of quality and the mediocrity in 
her life that she fears . 
We take Lelaina seriously as rep-
resentative of her generation because 
she doesn't sound whiny. I'm used to 
the part of Generation X that gets the 
most press casting dramatic looks 
around the United States before 
declaring "Look at all the horrible 
legacies previous generations have left 
for us, the responsible, long-suffering-
in-silence children, to sort out." One 
of the characters in the film Singles, an 
environmental activist, sums up the 
feeling by stating, 'This whole genera-
tion is about cleaning up." As part of 
this generation, I hesitate to think that 
we can blame the previous generations 
for social failures like homelessness or 
the spread of AIDS. Blame in itself is a 
heavy burden, especially when the ide-
ology that contributes to such things 
crosses generational lines. But 
Lelaina's problems seemed to be more 
of the soul-threatening, personal sort, 
like Benjamin Braddock's but with a 
uniqueness that belongs to the post-
Reagan era. In her life and through 
her art (she documents her life and 
the lives of her friends on videotape) 
she asks the questions of identity: 
"What exactly am I graduating to? How 
am I, without any role models or 
heroes to show me direction, to navi-
gate my life?" 
Lelaina and her friends bear the 
marks of a society at a loss for idealism, 
in which Great People exist only to be 
debunked, and virtue is derided as 
being naive. In the film's opening 
sequence, Lelaina proclaims her life's 
hope to be "to make a difference," 
immediately dashing it with an "I know 
it sounds cornball ... " They internal-
ize a reality without direction and 
hope precisely because they have 
learned that even those things are cor-
rupt or unreachable. In her valedictory 
speech to her university's graduating 
class, Lelaina explains that her genera-
tion refuses to be idealistic because 
they have watched the previous gener-
ation sell out their "revolution for a 
tennis shoe." 
That tension between the desire 
for ideals and the reflex to be cynical 
sets the tone for the rest of the film. As 
it progresses we watch Lelaina debate 
between the forces of idealism and 
material survival, presented in the 
form of a love triangle. She finds her-
self torn between Troy, a jobless for-
mer philosophy student, cynic , and 
singer in a band, and Michael, an 
executive with In Your Face TV ("Like 
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M1V, but with an edge"), who promis-
es Lelaina a forum for her documen-
tary at the price of her vision. 
Lelaina has no choice but to 
chose, and when she does we discover 
that beneath the facade of "reality" 
that cynicism creates and the protec-
tion against false hope that it offers, 
there is something sacred after all. 
Where she hopes to find a place to 
express herself, she finds her work triv-
ialized. In Your Face TV shreds her 
documentary into bites of something 
that resembles nothing of the reality 
Lelaina originally intends. The fin-
ished product resembles M1V's "Real 
World," or "Melrose Place," or Singles, 
in which self-described "realist/ dream-
ers" look happy and carefree even 
though they don't know where their 
lives are headed. Such productions are 
notorious for portraying real fear as lit-
tle more than "twenty-something 
angst." 
At In Your Face TV, Lelaina 
comes face to face with Generation X's 
unique version of "lite and perky." Life 
isn't quite a sit-com, but it may as well 
be. 
In Your Face 1V names their ver-
sion of Lelaina's documentary "Reality 
Bites," giving the film which encapsu-
lates it a bizarre thematic twist. The 
film questions its own understanding 
of reality, communicating an uneasy 
self-consciousness. Director Ben Stiller 
labors under the understanding that 
his own creation may be just another 
set of reality bites. He adds visual jokes 
with punchlines directed back at his 
film. When Michael and Lelaina dis-
cuss "In Your Face's" potential acquisi-
tion of her videotapes, she wavers, 
explaining her reluctance to commer-
cialize her work. Then she takes a 
formidable drink of her Big Gulp 
about which she has recently given an 
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unshakeable testimonial, the name of 
the drink facing the camera 
unabashedly. 
Stiller's choice to cast himself as 
Michael reinforces the film's sense of 
irony, and underscores the tensions 
between idealism and commercialism, 
virtue and exploitation. Michael gener-
ates inarticulate pseudo-realities from 
media cliches. When a man and a 
woman on the show he creates for In 
Your Face break off their relationship 
the woman calls after the man, implor-
ing him not to drive drunk. Stiller's 
film makes fun of situations like this, 
but questions the effect they have on 
the lives of people who spend much of 
their time interacting with a media 
that creates their identities for them. 
Stiller's reality bites resemble 
Michael's. The lives of Stiller's charac-
ters have that media-influenced "real 
life drama" quality to them. The ail-
ments and tensions from which these 
people suffer are so trendy that they 
seem preposterous at first. When Troy 
announces to silence the bickering 
voices of Lelaina's parents that his 
father is dying of prostate cancer, it 
isn't clear he's telling the truth. For a 
moment it seems as if he's manipulat-
ing the sentiments of popular culture 
to amuse himself. 
Like Troy, the film's subplots 
manipulate the sentiments of popular 
culture so completely that you wonder 
why they don't seem more absurd. 
Lelaina's roomate Vickie thinks she 
might have the HIV virus, and their 
friend Sammy reveals to his family that 
he's gay. Their stories seem "ripped 
from the pages of today's headlines," 
the emotions they describe taken from 
segments of daytime talk shows. 
Watching them, you get the feeling 
that they have no idea which reality 
belongs to them. 
In their search for direction, they 
look to visual media to lead the way. 
"The Brady Bunch" and "Three's 
Company" become the framework 
within which they model their lives. 
They constantly quote sit-com truisms, 
spicing their vocal inflections with sar-
casm as if attdmpting to avoid self-par-
ody. Appropriately, Lelaina commits 
her documentary to videotape, not cel-
luloid. She and her friends watch 
themselves on television, as if their 
voices and images might offer some 
revolutionary insight their lives have 
not. 
Reality Bites presents Generation 
X with tools for some heavy self-exami-
nation. As a member of that genera-
tion, I have watched our identities be 
manufactured by media. Indeed, I had 
never heard the label Generation X 
(one I despise, by the way, and use 
only for lack of a better term), or had 
any idea that my generation was 
unique at all until I read about it in a 
magazine a few years ago. The film's 
assessment of Generation X shows us 
cemented deeply into a virtual reality 
where abstraction and life intermingle 
but never quite mesh, a world of con-
stant irony, where the literal meaning 
and the actual meaning are never the 
same. 
My feelings about Reality Bites 
remind me of a story I have about my 
father. One day recently after studying 
that poster on my wall as if he'd never 
seen it before, he asked, without a 
trace of irony, "The Graduate was sup-
posed to be a comedy?" 0 
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Nor Iron Bars A Cage 
Walter Stromer 
The Catholic church in Blue Hill 
was on the far southeast edge of town, 
at least three blocks from the nearest 
houses, just where the ground 
dropped away to the creek and the 
sewer farm . It looked rather forlorn 
and a little antisocial out there by 
itself. There seemed to be a great 
chasm between it and the rest of us, or 
at least between it and me. 
The other four churches in my 
Nebraska home town of 600, two 
Lutheran, one Methodist, and one 
Christian, were all in the center of 
town, near the one block of Main 
Street. I don't know why the Catholic 
church was built so far out. Maybe 
somebody gave them the land and 
they felt they had to accept it or risk 
offending a pillar of the church. Or 
could it be that nobody would sell 
Walt Stromer has now retired after a long 
career of teaching at Cornell College, in 
Iowa. His delightful reminiscence reminds 
us that not all prisons are buildings. 
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them land downtown. Such things did 
happen just past the turn of the centu-
ry. Saronville, about 35 miles north-
east, where my wife grew up, was all 
Swedish and you couldn't buy property 
there unless you were Swedish. It 
wasn't the Jaw, it was the custom, 
which was even better because you 
couldn't sue a custom. At Assumption, 
about 25 miles northwest, I'd heard 
that no Protestants could buy farms 
because it was dominated by the 
Catholics, although we were all wel-
come to go to their annual chicken 
dinners, and did sometimes, and felt a 
little guilty for contributing money to 
the Pope. 
It was fine with me that the 
Catholic church was off the beaten 
path, so I didn't have to walk past it. I 
had a vague fear that if I walked by it, 
the anti-Christ himself might reach out 
and grab me and take me into the 
basement where they kept the guns. I 
was not sure they had guns, but I'd 
heard that, from adults who were not 
smiling when they said it, so I assumed 
they were speaking the truth. 
Years later in college, I learned 
that the story about guns in the church 
basement was common in this country 
since the last century. No such rumor 
had ever been proved, but who needs 
proof to support a prejudice? I came 
to understand why they might have 
harbored guns-for self-defense 
against the violent anti-Catholic feel-
ings. It was the same reason some 
German Lutheran clergy kept loaded 
shotguns behind the kitchen door in 
World War I-to protect themselves 
and their families from vigilantes, 
ready to paint the house yellow or drag 
the "Kaiser lover" through the streets 
with a rope around his neck. One 
German-American was actually 
lynched during the hysteria in World 
War I, and 100 years earlier a Catholic 
convent and some churches were 
burned. There was reason to fear. 
In Blue Hill there was some prej-
udice against Catholics, as there was 
againstjews and blacks, and some men 
joined the Ku Klux Klan and went to 
meetings in Hastings, 20 miles away. 
About 1932, one of the two banks in 
town folded, so everybody did business 
with the one that was left, run by 
Catholics, and the great Depression 
did not get better or worse because of 
that. 
I learned a little of the history of 
prejudice in my town just a few years 
ago, in talking to a retired high school 
English teacher, who came to Blue Hill 
in 1926. She came as a mid-year 
replacement for a 4th grade teacher 
who had been done in and out by an 
unruly class. The State Superintendent 
of Public Education recommended the 
school board take Gabrielle McCabe, 
who had taught grade school right out 
of high school, and had now finished 
her two year degree. She was super, 
he said, but he should mention that 
she was Roman Catholic. "Oh no, we 
cannot use her," said the school board. 
"I insist you give her a chance. You will 
be satisfied, and I will not give you any 
other names." 
Reluctantly the board took her, 
but on probation. Within weeks glow-
ing reports began to circulate among 
students, parents, and the town. By 
June the board offered her a contract 
for the full year, and a few years later 
she asked to teach high school 
English. It was granted, and that's 
where I knew her as my typing and 
English teacher. 
In those four years I never once 
thought of her in connection with any 
church or religion. I knew she didn't 
go to my Lutheran church, so it didn't 
matter, she was outside the circle of 
those who were saved. On Sunday 
when we prayed for God to enlighten 
the heathen, I suppose I should have 
included Miss McCabe, but it was easi-
er to think about dark-skinned idol 
worshippers in Africa or India. At the 
time I still confused heathen and 
Gentiles, even though I heard both 
terms every Sunday. Four years after 
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high school, when I was in 
Washington, D.C., looking through 
ads in the Washington Times-Herald I 
noticed that many listings for rooms or 
apartments said, "Gentiles only." I had 
to have somebody explain to me that 
this meant "No Jews." 
Only once did it dawn on me 
that Miss McCabe was Catholic. At 
graduation we had the Catholic priest 
for our baccalaureate speaker. That 
was before the Lutherans and some 
A.C.L.U. types put an end to such mix-
ing of church and state. No doubt 
Gabrielle McCabe had suggested the 
priest as a speaker. During the service 
we sang a Protestant hymn, it may have 
been "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God." 
People in that gymnasium sang about 
as feebly as any odd assortment of 
believers and non-believers would do 
in such a spacious cavern with terrible 
acoustics. The only one I could hear 
singing was our music instructor. The 
priest sat on the stage, mouthing the 
words and making gestures, encourag-
ing us to "sing, sing." Afterwards my 
kind of Lutherans concluded it had 
been a Popish plot to embarrass us. 
Miss McCabe told me that when 
she came to Blue Hill in 1926 she 
boarded with a Lutheran family. An 
apartment for a teacher was unheard 
of and unaffordable for a teacher in 
those days. She was quite upset at the 
anti-Catholic literature which her host 
family brought home from church. I 
probably read the same literature and 
took it as unbiased gospel truth. 
I was naive and smugly superior 
in those days. My church was the 
biggest one in town, in members, and 
it had the tallest steeple, 100 feet, as 
tall as the standpipe. Then one stormy 
summer night in 1932, tornadic winds 
knocked the steeple down. People who 
lived nearby heard the mighty bell give 
one loud bong. Next morning they 
found the bell, unbroken, among the 
splintered boards and beams of the 
once-proud steeple. 
In the next weeks, my dad and 
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Mike Flessner and others rebuilt the 
steeple but made it 25 feet shorter. I 
think it was lack of money and technol-
ogy that dictated the lower steeple, not 
theology. If it had happened to some 
other church we might have sad, "I 
think God is trying to tell them some-
thing. Remember how he destroyed 
the tower of Babel when people 
reached too high and got too proud." 
We did not apply that lesson to our 
own building. 
Even after the remodeling, ours 
was still the tallest church spire in town 
and on a quiet evening we could hear 
the great bell two miles away in the 
country. It was like the painting of 
"The Angelus," with the peasant cou-
ple standing reverently in the field at 
dusk, listening to the bells from the 
church in the background. I had 
sometimes stood outside our house on 
a summer evening and heard the great 
bell from our church, tolling slowly, 
there was a minute of silence, and 
then one, two, or three single low 
notes from the bell to tell us if the one 
who had died was a child, an adult, or 
one of old age. It was a close and sim-
ple world. 
The first shock that I felt to my 
insulated religious world came in 
Metz, Alsace-Lorraine, in December 
1944. We had spent a few days living in 
an abandoned concentration camp, 
and on Sunday before our in fan try 
unit went into ,combat, there was a 
worship service held in the mess hall. I 
was surprised and impressed by the 
sermon and concluded that the chap-
lain must truly be one of "my" people. 
He was from Nebraska, which was reas-
suring, but he was from the 
Evangelical and Reformed church, 
which was shocking. Was I to believe 
that truth could be spoken by such as 
he? 
A popular saying during World 
War II was, "There are no atheists in 
foxholes." In part I think we may have 
repeated that to reassure ourselves 
that God was on our side and that he 
certainly would not be found in a 
German or Japanese foxhole. 
As for me, I did carry a New 
Testament in my left breast pocket. It 
did not have the thin metal cover on 
one side, which some did, which 
allegedly had saved some soldiers from 
a bullet or shrapnel through the heart. 
I think in some cases the thin metal 
went into the body along with the 
shell, and only made matters worse. In 
my Testament I had underlined the 
passage from II Timothy 4:7, "I have 
fought a good fight, I have finished my 
course, I have kept the faith." Now that 
I think about it, that was a curious 
choice for me. I was not a good fighter 
in the customary sense. From child-
hood til then, I had avoided fights 
whenever possible. Finishing my 
course sounded as though I were 
already at a stopping point. As for 
keeping the faith, I had done so rea-
sonably well so far, but there was 
already some crumbling around the 
edges. When I experienced a traumat-
ic injury a few weeks later, it did not 
produce a religious rebirth. In that 
split second when I thought I was 
going to die, the first thought that 
came to me was, 'Tell my mother ... " 
Then, having decided that I might live 
I worried about the pain which might 
be coming and said, "Get the medic." 
My religious death or rebirth 
took place about two years after my 
battlefield trauma, when I was out of 
the army hospital and into my second 
year at Hastings College. We were 
required to take a course in religion 
and I signed up for 101 with Rev. 
Trefz. I had had some personal con-
tact with him because one of my read-
ers was his secretary. I liked and 
respected Ed Trefz, former Navy chap-
lain, and looked forward to his class. 
He began the first class with a 
prayer, and I was impressed. Not bad 
for a liberal Presbyterian. Then he 
started talking a liberal theology that 
made my conservative foundations 
tremble. I was so upset I could hardly 
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concentrate on taking notes. At the 
end of the first 50 minutes, I stood on 
the steps of McCormick Hall and had a 
five-minute debate with myself. "I do 
not have to put up with this sacrilege. 
I'm going to Ringland Hall and tell 
Dean Weyer that if they can exempt 
Catholics from the requirement, they 
can also exempt me." The only thing 
that kept my feet from turning south 
to Ringland Hall was this disquieting 
argument from the other debater in 
me, "Here's a man whom I respect as 
intelligent and sincere, how can he be 
so misguided?" 
I decided to wait for class on 
Wednesday. It was not much better but 
my inner debate was shorter. The devil 
was winning, suggesting slyly that 
maybe I was the misguided one. On 
Friday I went straight home after class, 
beginning to accept my ecumenical 
fate . 
My drift from the straight and 
narrow was aided and abetted by the 
friends I made. My mother had always 
warned me, "Run with the wolves and 
you'll howl with them." One student 
reader and friend, and later best man 
at our wedding, was going into the 
Presbyterian ministry. An ex-Marine 
who often drove me to class and 
helped with the details of paperwork at 
registration, was Catholic, alcoholic, 
manipulator, and scoundrel, but in the 
words of Mark Antony, "He was my 
friend, faithful and just to me." I took 
part in the World University Service 
fund drive and so should not have 
been surprised at the reaction of one 
of my English teachers. Once when we 
were chatting about various things I 
mentioned the church I attended and 
she almost gasped, "You go to THAT 
one, on the south side? But you don't 
act like one of them." No, I had 
already strayed farther than I knew. 
From childhood I recalled a frag-
ment of a song, "So say the heathen 
Chinee ... " I think that phrase came 
from a Bret Harte poem. Now a good 
college friend was Esmund Chung and 
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it never occurred to me to ask him if 
he was a heathen. Later, when I was 
teaching at Cornell College, a Chinese 
student spent a Christmas vacation 
with us and there was time to talk of 
many things, I was aware he was vague-
ly Confucian or Buddhist, not 
Christian, so I told him the parable of 
the prodigal son and asked him how 
his father would react if Ming took his 
inheritance, and squandered it, and 
then came home. Ming said, "He'd 
say, get out of here and make some-
thing of yourself." I must admit, that 
new exegesis of the parable has some 
appeal for me. 
In 30 years of college teaching I 
taught students of many religions and 
no religion, from every continent. 
There was the sometimes Muslim from 
Iran who was a lazy scoundrel, who 
could run scams with the best or worst 
Americans. In contrast there was 
another Muslim, second generation 
from Lebanon, whose claim on ajoyful 
hereafter is as valid as mine. There was 
Dhan Sukh, born Hindu, in Zambia, 
who knew more about Christian doc-
trine than most of our Sunday-school 
raised natives, but who was not yet 
ready to join our club of faith. There 
was the Japanese young man, 
Hashimoto, who spent many days and 
nights in our home, who was a mar-
velous host when we visited Japan, and 
it never occurred to me to pray for his 
deliverance from Buddhism or Shinto. 
All these people have changed me. 
Finally there was Balinfad, a 
small agricultural college in County 
Sligo, in the northwest part of the 
Republic of Ireland. We were there in 
1989 for a week of Elderhostel class. 
The sprawling stone building had the 
look of an aging gray castle to which 
various earls and lords had added a 
wing here and a turret there. It was a 
chaos of split levels. 
Each morning before breakfast 
my wife and I would walk to the main 
gate, about a half a mile from school. 
The only SL'unds were those of a bleat-
ing sheep which had jumped over the 
fence and was repenting sorrowfully, 
and mosquitoes humming for their 
breakfast. Now and then in the far dis-
tance there was the sound of a plane 
or a truck. Being in the peaceful envi-
ronment for five days made it almost 
possible to believe that we can all get 
along. 
A course in Irish history was 
taught by a local high school English 
teacher. He gave us the sad history of 
the oppression of Ireland by England, 
but also told us a poignant personal 
vignette. One day, his mother-in-law, 
who was living with them, was telling 
his two sons, aged seven and nine, 
about the dreadful things the English 
had done. He said with more wisdom 
and courage than most of us can 
muster, "Mother, don't tell them. The 
hating has got to stop somewhere. Let 
it stop now." 
One day, speaking with Eilish 
Walsh, the director of public relations 
for the school, I told her of my grow-
ing-up days in Nebraska and my fear of 
the anti-Christ in the basement filled 
with guns. She told me of a time when 
she was six or seven, out walking with 
some other girls. She pointed to a 
building two blocks away and asked, 
"What's that white building?" Her 
friends said in anxious hushed tones, 
"Oh, that's a Protestant church, but 
it's not white, it's black. If you look at 
it long enough you will see that it's 
really black." Sure enough, after Eilish 
stared for a long time, she believed 
that the building was black. 
What a strange world, that I 
should have to travel 4,000 miles to 
learn that her fear of my religion had 
once been as great as my fear of hers! 
Maybe it's not such a long journey, 
after all, from Blue Hill to Balinfad. 0 
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Belief and Language 
Stephen Carter. The Culture of Disbelief. 
New York: Basic Books, 1993, 277 pp. 
In his book The Culture of Disbelief, 
Yale law professor Stephen Carter 
makes a powerful point about our 
political culture's tendency to discount 
any policy view that is infected with the 
taint of religious motivation. In con-
texts as varied as the fights over public 
school curricula, the problems in 
accommodating religious beliefs in the 
administration of the military and pris-
ons, and the painful national struggle 
with life issues like abortion and 
euthanasia, Professor Carter hammers 
home the sensible notion that a policy 
view should be accepted or rejected on 
its own merits, without regard for its 
motivating source, religious or other-
wise. 
All of this is based on the 
premise that, in fact, American popu-
lar culture, in Carter's words, "con-
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signs Americans who take their reli-
gion seriously to the lunatic fringe," an 
assumption challenged by Michael 
Kinsley in his review of the book in the 
New Republic, who asks "Does any-
body really think it's harder to stand 
up in public, in 1993 America, and say 
'I believe in God,' than it is to stand up 
and say, 'I don't?"' 
I think Kinsley and Carter are 
both right-Kinsley in his insistence 
that there is an expected, perhaps 
even mandatory, level of subscription 
to religious belief that serves as a base-
line for popular discourse, and Carter 
in his concern that any discernible 
nod toward religion is one that 
demeans the power of religion in peo-
ple's lives, that, again Carter's words, 
treats "God as a hobby." What troubles 
me, though, is that Carter himself 
seems unwilling to fully engage that 
potential power as a force in discourse, 
except when it fits with a predeter-
mined set of rational justification prin-
ciples. It seems to me that Carter has 
bought into what I'll call the "Culture 
of Rationality,'' and he carefully con-
strains his discussions accordingly. 
Perhaps Carter himself has a fear of 
being consigned to the lunatic fringe, 
especially by the notoriously cynical 
legal academy. 
In a review of the book in First 
Things, law professor Phillip Johnson 
of Berkeley uses as a structural 
metaphor this comment made by the 
sociologist Peter Berger: "If India is 
the most religious country in the 
world, and Sweden the least religious, 
then America is a nation of Indians 
ruled by Swedes." Professor Johnson 
then notes Carter's "ambivalence 
about whether he wants to be a Swede 
or an Indian"-notably, Carter's con-
clusionary stance on the teaching of 
creationism in schools as wrongheaded 
because it's "shoddy science, not sci-
ence at all, really." Moreover, this 
apparent inconsistency runs through 
much of the book; that is, o the one 
hand Carter condemns the cultural 
hostility toward religion while on the 
other he dismisses in cursory fashion 
the substance of views, like those of the 
creationists, as ultimately unsound. 
In my view, the crux of the prob-
lem can be seen in Carter's epistemo-
logical chapter (Ch. 11), in which he 
successfully argues that the discomfort 
with religiously-based claims stems 
from the inability of post-
Enlightenment thought to deal with 
claims that don't fall into neat cate-
gories of facts vs. values. For example, 
the statement that there is life after 
death is a factual claim, but isn't 
testable by "scientific" mental observa-
tion. Carter faults the so-called liberal 
mind for simply rejecting such a factu-
al claim without accounting for what 
might be a rational basis for making 
it-namely, that it comports with plau-
sible interpretation of the Bible. So, 
according to Carter, religious claims 
should not be trivialized as irrational 
because they defy materialistic proof; 
instead they may lay claim to "rational-
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ity" because they are testable by refer-
ence to a text, God's word (even 
though he is at great pains to repeat 
his personal disagreement with many 
Christian text-based claims). But 
Carter's defense of the rationality of 
religious claims itself rests on a notion 
of rationality that presupposes the exis-
tence of some external confirmation-
either material observation or a text. 
Carter does not take, or even typ-
ically consider, the scarier epistemo-
logical step: that there may exist truth 
for believers that is not testable by any 
external means. Neither here, nor I 
would guess in any other forum, is 
there serious consideration given to 
the epistemological possibility of 
knowledge that is not "rational" in the 
sense of being testable by external 
forces. Ironically, too, it may be pre-
cisely the "irrational" aspects of reli-
gious life that believers who might be 
expected to reject religion in this tech-
nologically sophisticated and highly 
cynical culture find most compelling. 
It's not surprising that Carter 
doesn't take on such precarious episte-
mological issues. Being called irra-
tional is about the worst epithet that 
one can level at one's opponent in 
serious debate, especially in the legal 
academy. And here it may be worth 
considering whether it's especially 
hard for people whose gender or race 
has historically been considered less 
"rational" to champion serious consid-
eration of notions that fall outside 
comfortable post-Enlightenment dia-
logue. For women and people of color, 
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whose membership in the cult of ratio-
nality was hard-won, there are consid-
erable risks to challenging that struc-
ture. But until we do, we cannot be sat-
isfied that our culture is really taking 
our religion seriously. 
Laura Gaston Dooley 
Walter L. Reed, Dialogues of the Word: 
The Bible as Literature According to 
Bakhtin. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993. 
The last fifteen years have wit-
nessed growing dialogue between 
schools of Biblical and literary criti-
cism as Biblical studies have explored 
questions of genre, imagery, and nar-
rative. These years have also seen 
increasing employment of the ideas 
and concepts of the Russian thinker 
and literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin, 
who spent much of his life examining 
the dialogical nature of language. 
Walter R. Reed weaves these trends in 
his fine and timely study of the 
Hebrew Bible and New Testament, 
Dialogues ofthe,Word. 
Approaching the Bible as a liter-
ary scholar, Reed situates himself 
between the poles of historical and 
theological readings. The historical 
approach, Reed argues, emphasizes 
the Bible's fragmentary quality, its 
"multiple sources and layers of redac-
tion" (167), or, to use Bakhtin's term, 
its centrifugal thrust. The theological 
seeks to preserve the centripetal: it 
consolidates by emphasizing the unity 
of scripture's revelation. A literary 
reading "notes the tensions between 
the assertions of discord and assertions 
of concord" (169), but seeks finally to 
locate "particular sites of coher-
ence"(170) within the Biblical antholo-
gy. 
Why turn to Bakhtin in such 
work? Reed offers three reasons. 
Bakhtin himself analyzes and cele-
brates the struggle between unifying 
and dispersive tendencies within utter-
ance and text. Second, Bakhtin 
"acknowledg [ es] different historical 
'layers' within any uttterance," and so 
is especially useful in approaching the 
process of canon formation (15). 
Third, one of the central themes of 
both the Hebrew Bible and New 
Testament is God's dialogue with His 
people, and, as a rich theorist of dia-
logue, Bakhtin offers much in the 
approach to this dialogue. 
Indeed, Bakhtin proves to be of 
valuable assistance in Reed's learned, 
detailed chapters. In one chapter, he 
employs Bakhtin 's concept of the 
chronotope to analyze the significance 
of particular contexts of time and 
place, three "paradigms of communi-
cation" in the Hebrew Bible: law, 
prophecy, and wisdom ( 47). The 
books of the law, for example, tran-
spire in the liminal space of wander-
ing, the wilderness. There, the image 
of the "house of God" is found in the 
tabernacle, its portable character 
reflecting the law's "lack of geographi-
cal fixity"(68). Later, therefore, the 
prophetic books criticize "the false 
sense of security" the people feel once 
the house of God is located in the tem-
ple. Finally, in books of wisdom such 
as Proverbs and Job, the house of God 
is "creation itself ... a cosmic dwelling 
built by God for all his creatures" (72). 
Reed presents an extensive and 
splendid analysis of Job in a separate 
chapter and illuminates much in this 
puzzling, mysterious book. The author 
of Job questions all three of the above 
authoritative genres as law, prophecy, 
and wisdom are conflated into a "dis-
course ofjustice." Job's author rejects 
such discourse as it "rests on the con-
cept of a covenant or treaty with specif-
ic requirements" (128). Yahweh's 
voice from the whirlwind, and Job's 
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final response, present an alternative 
"discourse of providence," which 
speaks "to the specific human need for 
nurture beyond what the safeguards of 
law can provide" (131). 
Reed casts light on the New 
Testament too. Here law, prophecy, 
and wisdom "are supplanted by a new 
paradigmatic genre, the paradigm of 
gospel" (87). Gospel remains, howev-
er, in continual dialogue with the 
Hebrew Bible, as well as with itself. 
One example of such intra-gospel dia-
logue is a particular favorite of mine: 
the way in which the curse upon the 
barren fig tree in Mark and Matthew is 
moderated by the parable in Luke 13, 
in which the tree is granted another 
year to bear fruit. In the parable 
"there is a voice that asks for mercy as 
well as one that demands judgment ... 
The extra year and extra attention 
requested by the owner's servant ... 
interpolate a space of salvation-history 
before the eschatological end .. . " 
( 102-03). Reed turns to that eschato-
logical end in a final chapter on 
Revelation, and finds a loophole of 
mercy even there. (Bakhtin celebrated 
such loopholes, though he also 
affirmed the need for closure.) In 
Revelation, we read that there is a 
"book of life. . .. and anyone whose 
name was not found written in the 
book of life was thrown into the lake of 
fire" (20:12,15). Reed notes, however, 
that "the book of life is not the only 
text consulted" (157): "And the dead 
were judged according to their words, 
as recorded in the books" (20: 12). As 
Reed observes: "The relationship 
between a person's deeds and his fate 
is thus textually indeterminate; a pecu-
liar centrifugal countercurrent 
appears in the midst of the centripetal 
vortex" (158). Reed's discernment of 
dialogue in what seems a scene of awe-
some monologue recalls the vision of 
Bakhtin's favorite writer. In The 
Brothers Karamazov, Dostoevsky imag-
ines even the "lake of fire" as a place 
where God still calls, and where one 
might be graced with release through 
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a single small "onion" or "one good 
deed." 
Bakhtin offers much in Reed's 
fine readings of scripture-but I'm not 
sure he warrants Reed's weighty subti-
tle. Reed notes, for example, the way 
in which Peter's denial in Mark is 
placed between Christ's avowals of 
identity before the chief priests and 
Pilate (33). The juxtapositions suggest 
ironic commentary on Peter's failing, 
and thus create a dialogue with it. But 
Bakhtin isn't necessary in seeing 'this. 
Nor, for example, in noting the "sug-
gestive parallels" in 1 Thessalonians, in 
which Paul affirms both Christ's sec-
ond coming and his own coming back 
to Thessalonica ( 1 00). In his search 
for structures and parallels, Reed 
evinces a self-confessed "bias toward 
literary formalism" (vii). To be too 
formalist, though, is to depart from 
Bakhtin who, as Reed himself notes, 
distinguished himself from Russian 
Formalism in his work to bridge art 
and life. 
On the other hand, some aspects 
of Bakhtin's thought might have been 
more fully employed by Reed. Toward 
the end of Problems of Dostoevsky's 
Poetics, Bakhtin analyzes particular dia-
logues between the novelist's charac-
ters. I missed comparable analyses in 
Reed's book, and thought of dialogues 
that might especially lend themselves 
to such study. The meeting between 
Jesus and the Samaritan woman in 
John 4, for example, seems an instance 
of what Bakhtin calls "the penetrated 
word," "a word capable of actively and 
confidently interfering in the interior 
dialogue of the other person, helping 
that person to find [her] own voice" 
(Problems 242). In an earlier work, 
"Author and Hero in Aesthetic 
Activity," Bakhtin reflects briefly on 
the Christ of the gospels (56); later, in 
a discussion of confessional self-
accounting, he looks to the gospel sto-
ries of the Pharisee and the Publican 
(Luke 18:13), the Canaanite woman 
who pleads for her tormented daugh-
ter (Matthew 15:22-28), and the father 
who pleads for his possessed son 
(Mark 9:24), and Psalm 51 as illustra-
tions ("Author" 145, 251,n.l62). As 
these offer rare moments in which 
Bakhtin refers to specific passages of 
scripture, one would welcome Reed's 
consideration of them. 
These are, however, small points 
and suggest areas for further study. 
Reed's prodigious research (evinced in 
copious notes), fine discernment of 
connections, and persuasive argu-
ments are impressive and helpful. I 
will turn to his book again when teach-
ing the Bible. His thoughtful dia-
logue with the Word, and one's own 
with his, proves fruitful. 
Paul J. Contino 
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